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Read this first

Purpose

This reference manual gives a detailed description of the Workflow functionality in Unit4 Busi-

ness World, and is intended for people responsible for design and implementation of workflow 

processes. We assume that the reader - you - belong to this group of people.

Participation in workflow processes and actual processing of workflow tasks - performed by 

workflow users -  is not described here. 

Read on-line

The manual is published as a PDF document with hyperlinks, intended to be read on-line. 

You don't find any page references. 

Hyperlinks are displayed like this: Read this first.

Content

We have divided the manual into a series of sections, starting with a general introduction:

 l Workflow processing - an introduction. Introduces the tools and objects used to define 

typical workflow processes. This chapter explains the workflow model, the commonly 

used activity types and routing mechanisms. Since Unit4 Business World Workflow 

is very complex, and probably has more exceptions than rules(!), you may find the 

introduction a bit difficult when you first read it.

In the final chapter in this section, Workflow terminology, we explain (define) the com-

mon, as well as Business World specific, concepts used in a workflow context. This 

chapter can also be used as an introduction.

 l A set of sections describing the various tools and elements used in workflow process 

definition:

 l Users

 l Alerts 

 l Actions (workflow actions)

 l Element types

 l Distribution and routing of tasks

 l Process definition, where all elements are merged into a functional workflow process.
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Business World Workflow - an introduction

Business process as workflow process

The Business World Workflow module allows you to model your business processes as auto-

mated workflow processes, and provides you with a set of tools for workflow process design.

Business objects as element types: Business World Workflow may be used for most busi-

ness processes, but not for all. An important condition is that the objects intended for work-

flow distribution are properly defined in the system as so-called element types. 

The Business World Element type

An element type is a tailored object type in Business World, intended for workflow distribution 

and processing. The element type 

 l provides a set of properties that makes it recognizable for the workflow engine, and 

 l behaves as a wrapper around the business objects normally found in the Business 

World system.

Most business object types relevant for workflow processing are already wrapped in pre-

defined element types. But you can also add new ones - based on an attribute. 

Process definition

A workflow process is defined for (is valid for) one or more element types, and consists of 

one or more activities or steps, as well as information about participating users (also called 

task recipients). A running (instantiated) process will always handle one – and only one – 

instance of one element type, referred to as the work item.

The work item will be routed from one activity to another, according to the defined routing and 

distribution rules. It can either be handled by a participant or processed automatically. In Busi-

ness World, we refer to an activity handled by a participant as a User step, while a fully auto-

mated activity is referred to as a System step.

Process instantiation

A process definition can be seen as a dormant process - a process template - which needs to 

be activated - instantiated - before anything happens. This can happen in two ways:

 l Conditional – dependent of how the first activity is defined in the process: Every time 

someone (a user, a server process) tries to save changes to element type objects  

which are included in an alive, but dormant, workflow process definition, the workflow 
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engine will check if the start-up conditions for the process are fulfilled. If so, it will cre-

ate a new instance of the process, grab the object, transform it to a proper work item, 

and execute the first workflow step.

 l As sub process: When a workflow process is included as a sub-process step in 

another process definition, it will be instantiated if the work item of the parent process 

is routed through the sub-process.

Work lists (Task lists in Business World)

The various workflow participants will always get access to pending tasks via a  task list. The 

task list will show all tasks assigned to the participant, and they may originate from one or 

more process instances.

In order to provide a clearer view of your tasks, you are able to group the task list according to 

various grouping criteria, such as the workflow process area and client. You can also set if 

the column is sorted in ascending or descending order and see all groups (within a selected 

column context) in a collapsed or expanded way.The task list is  dynamically updated based 

on your grouping selection. 

The task grouping is retained and used every time you use the task list until you reconfigure 

the grouping.

Note: Additional options for a  customisation of a task list are available in the Task 
Management Experience pack.

An important note about transactional element types

Most element types intended for transactional data (requisitions, invoices, sales order etc.) 

represents a header - detail structure (i.e. one invoice may consist of many lines). In Busi-

ness World, these element types are defined with the "details" on top.

The diagram below illustrates the inverted header - detail structure:

 

Detail

Header
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Process instantiation: When you register and submit a new invoice, intended for workflow, 

the workflow engine will create one process instance per detail row, and not one for the 

invoice as a totality. The actual work item, per instance, will be the detail row.

It is thus - as intended - very likely that the various detail lines will be passed to different recip-

ients, due to - for example - accounting rules, responsibility, etc. related to the posting inform-

ation on the detail lines. 

Illustration: You will work with the whole object (A). When you save your work, however, 

every single line  (A1 to A5) will instantiate a new workflow process instance.
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Implementing a workflow process - an example

The case

We will use what we think is a typical example to illustrate some main points in the workflow 

system. 

The case is simple: When an invoice - normally with several detail lines - is registered in the 

system, it must be automatically passed to the relevant department manager(s) for approval - 

before posting. If a manager cannot approve the invoice line (probably a registration error), it 

must be sent back to the first user for correction. When all invoice lines are found ok, the com-

plete invoice will be automatically posted.

Note that an invoice with several lines will lead to the instantiation of a workflow process for 

each line. The line details will be the work item for the instance. 

Informal process diagram

The diagram below illustrates the general workflow:

Explanation: When a user registers and submits a new invoice (A), the workflow engine will 

start one process instance per invoice line. Each invoice line will, in workflow terminology, be 

the work item in the various process instances. 

On basis of the COSTC value on each work item, it is passed to the correct department man-

ager (B). If the manager rejects the work item,  it is sent back to the user who originally ini-

tiated the workflow instance, with information about the error. The user must then correct the 

invoice line, and submit it again.

If the work item is OK, it is passed to the automatic posting routine (C). The workflow engine 

will ensure that C is not processed before all invoice lines are approved (this is part of the pro-

cessing rules for invoices; invoice posting cannot take place before all invoice lines are 

approved). 

When all detail lines are approved, C will be executed. The invoice is posted and the process 

stops.
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Tasks in the task list

Each line in an invoice will create a workflow process instance, and several lines will prob-

ably be routed to the same department manager - as several workflow tasks.

To avoid a large amount of related tasks, Business World allows you to group related tasks in 

many ways. Default grouping is by process and task. 

So, although a department manager may have 50 single invoice lines awaiting approval, they 

are grouped into one task line in the task list, under the task name (Invoice approval for 

example), and with a number indicating how many invoices these tasks are divided between.  

See Grouping of tasks for more details.
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The formal process definition

Preparations

To transform the un-formal process diagram (previous page) into a working process definition 

in Business World, we need to make some preparations. The main considerations are related 

to the following:

 l Element type for the invoice. Business World workflow processes are tailored for one 

or more element types. We need to find out which element type we must use in the pro-

cess definitions. 

 l Finding the department manager. The various work items must be passed to the cor-

rect department manager for approval. Thereby we need to create a so-called dis-

tribution rule in Business World which allows us to do exactly that.

 l Handle the alternative routes (for approval / rejection). We must ensure that the man-

ager can select between approval and rejection, and that the process behaves accord-

ing to intention. 

 l Screens and functions. We need to decide how the manager will "see" the work items, 

and which screen the user needs to make corrections. This is not handled auto-

matically. In addition, we must tell the process how the invoice will be approved. 

This doesn't stop us from drawing the process diagram, however, 

 

The process definition diagram

When we use the tools available in the Process definition window (under  Common 

> Workflow), we can draw the following process diagram:
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As you see, there is no task in the diagram where the user submits the invoice. A process is 

automatically instantiated when the workflow engine detects that there are un-processed 

workflow items. See the definition of Process instantiation.  Therefore, we also needed to 

add the Error correction task as a separate user step.

Explaining the diagram

Below, we have added letters for each task in the process diagram. We have also included 

the actual invoice registration (A), to illustrate how a process will be instantiated. 
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The various tasks are explained below:

Task Task type Description

A
Initial invoice 

registration

When the invoice is saved, the workflow engine will create one pro-

cess instance per invoice line.

B Process start
The workflow engine grabs the invoice line, transforms it into a work 

item and starts executing the workflow process.

C User step

The correct manager will get the work item, due to the rules found in 

the step's distribution rule. Before the work item is passed to C, the 

workflow engine will use the distribution logic to find the manager. 

D OR-split
This is not a task, but a mechanism that allows us to design altern-

ative routes, based on a decision in the user step (C).

E / F Branches An OR-split branch represents an alternative route, based on certain 
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Task Task type Description

criteria.  

G User step

The original user - the workflow initiator - will get the work item back 

for corrections. When the task is completed, the same distribution 

logic will pass the work item back to the manager.

H System step

The server job will wait for all work items related to the same invoice 

to be approved, and then set a status flag on the invoice. A standard 

Business World server process (not part of the workflow) will later 

perform the actual posting.

I Process stops The current process instances - one per invoice line - are finished.
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Details

Making it work

To make the process definition executable, we need to specify some important details:

 l There are several element types for invoices, and we need to select one. 

 l All user steps must be connected to a distribution rule group, and we will take a brief 

look at how you create them.

 l Business World workflow uses actions to complete a user step. We must ensure that 

the correct actions are available for the department manager and the workflow ini-

tiator. 

 l We must determine the screens to use for the two user steps (i.e. screens where the 

recipient will see the invoice details).

 l We must explicitly link the correct server job to the system step.

The element type

Business WorldWorkflow can only handle work items defined as element types. Everyele-

ment type has its characteristics and setup, and must be therefore studied before use(!). 

There are several element types for invoices, and in our example, two may be of interest:

 l Incoming invoice - a general invoice type, covering contractual invoices, supplier 

invoices etc.

 l Supplier invoice - a specific element type for one invoice type only.

Treatment code for invoices: To be able to select the correct element type, we need to know 

how the invoice is registered, and more specific: the treatment code used for the invoice. The 

treatment code is - indirectly - selected when the user selects the posting cycle for the regis-

tration (a posting cycle is linked to a transaction type, which in turn is linked to a treatment 

code). 

In our example, we know that the treatment code is 1, and therefore we will use Incoming 

invoice. 

Note: You find the predefined treatment codes when you select the TC column in 
the Transaction types window and do a table lookup (F9 / F7). (Common >> 
Fixed registers >> Transaction types). You will also see the treatment code - if 
exists - when you look at the element type definition in the Element types window 
(also the TC column).
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Distribution logic

To determine the actual recipient(s) of a workflow task, the workflow engine will use the con-

nected distribution rule group. All user steps must be connected to a rule group, which will 

contain the necessary logic for locating recipients. 

Since we don't have any rules so far, we need to create the ones we need, using the Dis-

tribution rules window in Common >> Workflow.

Identifying the manager: In order to identify the manager of a department, we will use the 

RESNO relation to the COSTC attribute (we know that a specific RESNO value for a given 

COSTC value represents the manager of that COSTC). 

In the Routing table (in the Distribution rules window), we need the following line (only rel-

evant columns are shown here):

---- Routing ----

 ... Find recipient ... Attribute Via relation Recipient Sequence ...

1  Relation on attribute  COSTC  RESNO 1  

This is the only rule we need for the manager, and we can save it in a new rule group.

Re-routing back to the workflow initiator or to the last owner: In the case where the manager 

rejects a work item, it can be sent back to the workflow initiator or to the previous owner of 

the task. To achieve that, we need no specific rule, since the Business World process defin-

ition allows us to send a work item directly to the Workflow initiator or to the last owner - via 

an OR-split branch (take a look at Process definition / OR-split setup. The options become 

available when you select an OR-split branch.)

Still, the user step must be connected to a rule group. For this purpose (and for all other situ-

ations where we really don't need a rule), we create a new rule group - No rules - and saves it 

without setting up any rules. 

User step actions

A user step must always be set up with an action.

The manager will need two options - or actions: one for approval and for rejection. When we 

select the user step symbol in the process diagram, we find that these actions are selectable 

as predefined actions on the Actions tab. 

The workflow initiator, on the other hand, needs to tell the workflow engine when the cor-

rections are complete. For that purpose, we will just select the Approve action for the Error 

correction user step. When the user has corrected the error, he or she will use this button to 

pass the work item back to the manager. 
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Note: Note 1: Approve is a predefined action, and probably not the ideal action for 
this user step. Ideally, we must therefore create our own, custom action and name 
it Corrections complete - for example. But this is outside the scope of this 
example. 

Note: Note 2: In Business World, an invoice line may be opened in VP10 (Regis-
tration of incoming invoices) for corrections. VP10 has a lot of hidden func-
tionality, also related to workflow. If VP10 is used in our example, the user will not 
need an action button at all (but the system will still require that we define at least 
one action for the user step).

Screens used in user steps

All user steps in a process must have an assigned screen (otherwise it would not be possible 

for the user to view or edit the work item). Business World has a series of predefined screens 

- or windows - tailored for the various element types, and Incoming invoice, the most general 

invoice type, has several (when you select the user step in the diagram, you find available 

screens under Step setup / Usage):

 l Supplier invoice approval

 l Purchase invoice approval

 l Contract invoice approval

 l Registration of incoming invoices (VP10)

 l Missing goods receipt

All these screens display the relevant data for viewing or editing the work item details. In our 

case, we can use Supplier invoice approval for the department manager and VP10 for the 

workflow initiator. When the work item is presented to the manager, Supplier invoice 

approval will open with two buttons (Approve / Reject). When the work item is passed back 

to the workflow initiator,  the invoice line will be ready for corrections in VP10, but there will be 

no visible Approve button. This is due to special functionality in VP10, where the Save com-

mand automatically trigger a so-called positive action - corresponding to a click on Approve. 

Server job for the system step

When selecting the system step Invoice posting, we get access to all available server jobs 

for the current element type (the Function column in the Usage section). As you will see, 

there is currently only one pre-defined function: Set invoice ready for auto-post. We will 

use that.
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Note: Business World uses various server processes to process transactional 
data. One such server process, EI03 Posting of electronic invoices, runs at 
fixed intervals and looks for transactions ready for posting. If there are any, the 
server process will perform the necessary operations, and perform the actual post-
ing. Our system step, therefore, does not perform the actual posting, but it makes 
the work items ready for the EI03 server process. 

Ready for testing

With all the above in place, the process definition is ready for testing. The Validate button (in 

the Process definition window) will check the definition, and inform you about any formal 

errors. When the validation is ok, you can activate the process definition (using the button in 

the action toolbar) and make it ready for testing.
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Terminology

Workflow Management Coalition and Business World workflow

The terminology used in the Business World workflow system does not fully correspond with 

the terminology used by the Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) in their “Terminology 

and Glossary” document (1994-1999). Sometimes, we use accepted synonyms (Activity 

= Task, for example), but we have also introduced a few, Business World specific terms.
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General workflow concepts

Workflow management system

A Workflow management system defines, creates and manages the execution of workflow 

processes, and is based on one or more workflow engines.

In Business World, the Workflow management system consists of set of functionality for pro-

cess definition, available from the Business World clients, while process execution and mon-

itoring is taken care of by the Workflow Processing Server (the engine), running on the 

Business World server.

Note: Note that Business World also has other kinds of automated processing, 
often based on IntellAgent. This event based processing, not executed by the 
workflow engine, is not part of the workflow management system.

Workflow engine

A Workflow engine is a software service that provides the runtime execution environment for 

a workflow process (instance).

In Business World, the workflow engine can be identified as the Workflow Processing 

Server, running on the Business World server, and managed via the Management Console.

Workflow process

A Workflow process is the automation of a business process, where information and tasks 

are automatically passed from one workflow participant to another, for action.

Sub-process

A sub-process is a workflow process which forms part of a main process.

In Business World Workflow, the following apply:

 l You can define process definitions to be used only as sub-processes.

 l A sub-process can only be instantiated from a main process instance.
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Concepts for process definition

Process definition

A process definition is a formalised model of a business process as a workflow process. A 

process definition identifies:

 l The work item type subject to distribution and processing. A process definition is 

always tailored for one or more object types, determining what kind of business 

objects the process can handle.

 l The activities (tasks) to be carried out.

 l The participants in the various activities.

Example: A process definition in Business World is normally viewed as a diagram, with sym-

bols for start and finish, the various activities and how they are connected:

As sub-process: You can define a process definition as a sub-process. A sub-process must 

always be  instantiated through a main process.

Work item type = Element type in Business World

A work item type generally identifies the object type that is passed around in a process. In 

Business World, an object type that will be used for workflow processing, must have been 

defined as an element type in Business World. 

See Element type below.
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Element type 

The Element type in Business World is a specialised object type, tailored to be handled by 

the workflow engine.

An element type behaves as a “wrapper” around a business object type, and presents a stand-

ardised interface to the workflow process. An element type wraps one designated object 

type.

Most of the object types relevant for workflow processing are already defined as element 

types in Business World. 

Element types are described in detail below. See Element types.

Activity 

An activity is usually referred to as task or stepin theBusiness World Workflow. See below.

Task

A task is a piece of work that forms one logical step within a process definition. In a workflow 

process, a task will consist of a work item (an element type object) and some processing 

requirements.

We distinguish between three task types:

 l Tasks for participants, i.e. where a user is defined as responsible for the task. In Busi-

ness World, these are called user steps.

 l Automated tasks, performed by the system (i.e. the Business World system). In Busi-

ness World, these are referred to as system steps.

 l Manual tasks, i.e. a task that cannot be handled by the workflow process, but will 

require some manual action (e.g. put a printout in a folder in a cabinet). If a manual 

task must be included in the process definition, it will be defined as a user step, with 

some instructions for the recipient regarding the manual operations.

Tasks within user steps: You can use distribution logic to split a task into several (sub-) 

tasks. See Sub-task below.

Sub-task

A sub-task (normally just called a task) occurs when the distribution logic for a user step 

divides the processing among several recipients. The recipients will all process the same 

work item, either in sequence or in parallel - or as a combination. 
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A sub-task is not visible in the process diagram, but can be identified by investigating the Dis-

tribution rule group. For example like this:

First task  Second task  User step with 5 sub-tasks   

   

User step (Business World specific)

A user step is a workflow task where the task recipient (a workflow user) must carry out 

some actions on an element type object. The actions can be of two types:

 l Formal and required action, selectable from a set of available, pre-defined actions.  

See Formal action below.

 l Optional action – i.e. to modify the properties of the attached object.

Manual user step

A manual user step is like any other user step, but (also) intended to be used as an ad-hoc 

action (or single task) from an Action overview panel. It is therefore required that the step's 

element type(s) has support for an Action overview panel.

There are two types of manual user steps:

 l An independent user step created solely to be used for ad-hoc or single tasks. You cre-

ate an independent user step by selecting Add user step from the context menu of the 

Manual user steps folder in the Process tree (Process definition window).

 l A user step which is part of a process definition and selected for manual use. In the 

Step setup tab (Shape details section) of the corresponding user step, select the Step 

available for manual use option. Manual user steps of this type will be available only 

when the process definition it belongs to is activated.

See also Action management in workflow.

System step (Business World specific)

A system step is a fully automated task, initiated by the workflow engine and performed by 

some standard Business World functionality, normally a server process.

Participant

A participant is a workflow user, responsible for a task. In Business World, a workflow par-

ticipant is usually referred to as a recipient (the recipient of a workflow task, or a work item).
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Recipient

A recipient is a workflow user responsible for a special task (or sub-task) in the process.

Synonyms: Task owner, task responsible.

Formal action

A formal action - or just action - is a function which can be linked to a user step and made 

available to the task owner via a button in the relevant screen.

We have two types of formal actions:

 l System defined actions - a set of predefined functionality available for all user steps.

 l Custom actions (referred to as User defined actions in Business World) - i.e. actions 

defined by your organisation and valid for one - or all - element types.

While a custom action is basically used to produce a positive or negative outcome as the res-

ult of a user step, some of the system actions are very sophisticated.

Normally, the task responsible will need to select one from a set of available formal actions to 

complete the user step.           
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Concepts for process in action

Process instance

A process instance is a running process, according to the process definition. It will have a 

very specific work item (e.g. invoice number 1234), specific activity instances and specific 

users.

While the definition can be seen as a “dormant” process model – or process template - a pro-

cess instance is the process in action.

Process state

The current state of a process instance, expressed as a status value.

Workflow map

A workflow map is an Business World term for a graphical representation of an active or com-

pleted process instance, displaying the actual routing of the work item to specific recipients 

etc.

All recipients will have access to the workflow map via the screens they work with. 

Activity instance = Task instance

A run-time activity. See Task instance below.

Task instance

A Task instance is a specific task, with a specific element type instance (work item) and  pro-

cessing requirements, that occurs within a process instance.

User step instance

A User step instance is a specific user step, with a specific element type instance and  pro-

cessing requirements, that occurs within a process instance.

Work item = Item (or Element type instance)

See Item instance below.
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Item

An item is the object to be processed during an Task instance. In Business World, an item is 

always an element type instance.

Work list

See Task list below.

Task list

A list of task instances, associated with a given workflow participant.
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Concepts for workflow process and distribution

Introduction

In Business World, the process is determined by two main factors:

 l The routing  model, which determines whether the workflow must continue directly 

with the next task), be split into several parallel tasks, or select a path based on a con-

dition. 

 l The distribution logic defined for the receiving (next) task, determining the actual recip-

ients as well as processing rules. Distribution logic is only relevant for user steps, and 

can either be handled automatically, using distribution rules, or manually.

In a running process (process instance), the routing from one task to another (or from one 

task to several others) is always according to the definition, as shown in the process defin-

ition diagram . When it comes to user step instantiation, however,  the workflow may be much 

more complex, and dependent on the logic to use when the actual recipients must be iden-

tified.

Routing and distribution example

Assume the following process sequence:

 

Process start Review Evaluate review result  

 

Routing (or main workflow): A work item is always routed to the Review task (a user step). 

When Review is completed, further routing will be determined on basis of a condition, based 

on the situation after Review. 

This basic routing will always be followed, and is pretty straightforward. 

Distribution: When this process runs, it will be the distribution logic set up for Review that 

determines the actual recipients of this task, and how the task will be processed. Although 

the diagram suggests a simple review task processed by a single user, a specific task 

instance may be very complex, and involve a series of recipients and sub-tasks. 

This complexity is further explained in the Distribution of tasks section.
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Distribution rule

A distribution rule holds the necessary logic for identifying recipients of a task. The purpose is 

to find recipients. If more than one recipient is identified for a task instance, the task will be 

distributed to all of them. 

A rule will always belong to a rule group (see below). 

Distribution rule group

A user step must always be linked a so-called Distribution rule group (or simply rule group), 

holding one or more distribution rules  (see above).

When a task instance is about to be processed, the workflow engine will find the rule group it 

belongs to, and, for each rule on the group, compute the specific recipients. 

The empty group: A rule group may be empty, i.e. have no rules. If you connect a user step 

to an empty rule group, you may identify the recipient(s) via two other methods:

 l You can let the responsible for the previous user step, select recipients from a pre-

defined list.

 l You can assign the task to a recipient responsible for any previous task.

See Distribution of tasks for more details.

Distribution logic

The logic determining the recipients of a user step. In Business World the distribution logic is 

mainly expressed via a set of distribution rules, found in the distribution rule group attached to 

the step.

Manual distribution

Manual distribution means that the responsible for a user step must select the next task's 

recipient(s). The next task must be a user step. Business World supports manual distribution 

in three cases only:

 l After invoice registration in VP10 or TVP002.

 l As part of a Forward action.

 l As part of an Inform action.

Sequential routing

Sequential routing occurs when a process definition describes that a task must be suc-

ceeded by one next task. 
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The routing can either be absolute, or made conditional, as illustrated below:

Absolute   Conditional   

  

B is always next task.    Next task is either B1, B2 or B3 B2    

Parallel routing

Parallel routing means that a task is succeeded by two or more tasks, processed (more or 

less) simultaneously. The diagram gives an illustration:

 Tasks B, C and D are processed in parallel

OR-Split

An OR-split is a point within the workflow where the process will select one of a set of altern-

ative tasks, dependent on a condition. 

The diagram below means that the process will select one of the alternative routes (B1, B2, 

or B3), but always continue with C afterwards:

 OR-split    

 

Note: In most workflow systems, a so-called OR-join is required to assemble the alternative 

threads, before progressing to task C. In Business World, this OR-join is made automatically 

by the workflow engine and is not visible for the process designer. 

(It is, however, no requirement that an OR-split is joined later in the process.)

AND-split and AND-join

An And-split is a point in the workflow where the workflow process is split into two or more 

parallel threads. In order to continue with sequential processing, we need an AND-join to 
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assemble the threads (if that is what we want). This is illustrated below:

 AND-split  AND-join  

Iteration

An iteration is a repetition of one or more tasks until a condition is met. 

An iteration is usually designed via an OR-split branch, which takes the workflow back to a 

previous task. See also Selecting recipient in next step.

Escalation

Escalation refers to processing of user steps, where the original recipient is not found by the 

workflow engine, and the task is - via distribution rules - automatically forwarded 

(escalated) to somebody else. 

You can use escalation to ensure that a user step are processed, and not sent to a super-

visor, or not handled at all, when a recipient is not found.
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Concepts used for Business World specific workflow control

Introduction

In Business World we use two specialised mechanisms for workflow control:

 l A Delay  is a system step that will not be completed or processed, before some pre-

defined conditions are met. 

 l A Synchronisation step is a system step which behaves like a logical AND-split, but 

based on Business World specific functionality put into an element type.

Delay

A Delay is a system step that monitors the item attached to the process, and delays exe-

cution until specific conditions are met. 

The workflow engine will, at certain intervals, check the status of database objects identified 

by delay conditions in all process definitions and active process instances. When it finds that 

conditions are met for a process definition where the Delay is the first process task, it will 

start a new process instance. If it finds that the conditions are met for an active process 

instance, it will pass execution to the next task. 

Example: A process for payment control is set up for Incoming invoices (the element type), 

but where the first task is a Delay node: The process will not start until 5 days before due 

date.

Synchronisation step

A synchronisation step is a system step which behaves like an AND-join, but on the basis of 

inherent functionality in the transactional element types, where the business object type is 

composed of at least two object types; a header object, and one or more detail objects:

Header

 
1

1..*

Detail

Example: You have an invoice with a header object type and with one or more detail objects 

(invoice lines), which have to be approved by different recipients, and you want to wait until 

all the tasks are completed before the workflow continues. In this case, you will use a syn-

chronisation step. 
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To fulfil general processing requirements, Business World has created specialised func-

tionality for element types with this structure. 

How it works: When one of these element types is used in a workflow process, the workflow 

engine will create one process instance per detail line. 

To assemble these process instances - for example before everything goes to a recipient for 

final approval - the process must use a synchronisation step before the workflow continues. 

As for a standard AND-join, the synchronisation step will not be completed until all the pre-

vious (parallel) tasks are finished.
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Symbols

Symbols used in Process definition

Below, we give a short description of the main symbols used in Process definition. The links 

in the Name column go to the definitions:

Symbol Name Description

Process start Indicates the start of a process definition.

User step

A task which must be processed by one or 

more recipients. A user step will always be 

linked to a distribution rule group which will loc-

ate the actual recipients during a process 

instance.

System step

A task which will be automatically processed 

by a server report or process in Unit4 Business 

World. There are no recipients involved. 

Synchronisation 

step

Step used to join a set of parallel process 

instances, after they all have been completed.

Publish step

Step used to send a message when an item 

will reach this step in a workflow process in 

Unit4 Business World. You are also able to 

include the object of the domain model in the 

message as well as specific properties.

Delay

This step pauses the process until a condition 

is met. A delay can be used as first task in the 

process, to filter out objects (work items)  that 

fulfil certain criteria.

Sub-process

A process that can only be executed as part of 

a main process. The sub process must sup-

port the same element type(s) as the main pro-

cess.

OR-split

A point where the workflow process may take 

one of several routes depending on certain cri-

teria. An OR-split will always be followed by 

two or more alternative paths.
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Symbol Name Description

OR-split criteria

Criteria -which can be of several types- 

attached to an OR-split branch, inside a label. 

The label is editable by the user, and is inten-

ded to have text that gives information of the 

criteria set for the branch.

AND-split

A point where the workflow process will be 

split into two or more parallel threads. An 

AND-split has no special setup.

AND-join

A point where a set of parallel threads - defined 

by an AND-split - will converge when all the 

parallel tasks are completed.

Line

It is connects shapes in the diagram. Rep-

resents the direction where the workflow pro-

cess goes. You can set the colour of the line. 

In the diagram, a line looks like an arrow.  

Stop

Stops the process instance. The Stop symbol 

can be used at various points in a process 

definition.
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Symbols used in the workflow enquiry map

Following, a brief description of the main symbols used in Workflow enquiry. Note that some 

of them are also used in Process design.

Symbol Name Description

Active Step is currently active.

Active parked Step is currently parked, but active. 

Aborted Step has been aborted or cancelled.

Time out For steps that develop within a time frame, if said time has 

expired, the system performs a pre-configured action.

Active delay There is a current delay in the step.

Hide Successive steps remain unseen for a given user, according to 

their configuration.

Missing Missing data, e.g.: missing distribution or missing map.

Waiting Waiting for processing or forwarded.

Escalated Escalated for further action.

Finished Processed without changes.

Finished with 

changes

Task finished with changes.
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Symbol Name Description

Rejected Step indicating rejection.

Shared The step has been shared with another user.

Synchronisation Step used to join a set of parallel process instances, after they all 

have been completed.

Redistribution Full redistribution of actions.

Colours  indicate the status of the   map elements. This is what they mean:

Colour Meaning

Yellow In progress

Green Finished

Dark green Automatically approved

Red Negative action

Blue Forwarded or escalated

Grey Waiting for processing

Orange Parked

Purple Shared

Moreover, the line style also reveals the status of the map elements. Two line styles are 

used: 

Line style Meaning

Solid Depending on the colour, it can indicate either Active, Finished, 

Waiting or Undefined steps.

Dotted It indicates a deactivated status.
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The next figure portrays an example of an workflow enquiry. In this case, the User Step is fin-

ished because the rectangle indicating the action is green. Then, the system step is in orange 

-which means parked-, with a bell symbol -denoting a time out-. 

The tooltip provides more information about the status of the workflow. Once there is a time 

out, the system has performed automatically its pre-configured action, which in this example 

is approving. 
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Workflow users

All users can be recipients

All registered Business World users can take part in a workflow process - per default. 

Although you can choose to not to select the workflow checkbox  for a certain user (the 

Usage section in User master file), this will not have any effect if the user is identified by a 

distribution rule. 

When it comes to manual distribution, however, where a task owner explicitly assigns the 

task to a certain user, only those who are "workflow-enabled" will be available for selection.

This section

In this section we will describe how you can 

 l set up approval limits for work items where the 

 l distribution is based on an amount and 

 l the task recipient is "involved" in the amount to be approved,  either as the one 

who initiated the process instance, or identified by the posting attributes for a 

transaction.

 l assign potential substitutes for a workflow user, for example to be used when the user 

is on holiday.
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Finding recipients on Limits, Supervisor  and Substitute setup

It is possible to define limits, supervisors and substitutes for more than one user at once. 

There are 6 variants of defining users to whom Limits/substitutes/supervisors will be 

assigned to.

 1. For All users.

 2. From list - you can define limits, supervisors and substitutes for a single user's From 

list.

 3. Roles from list - for all users assigned to the selected role.
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 4. Relation on attribute - you can use specific relations to identify a group of users, for 

instance, a limit for all resources from Cost centre 240 can be defined at once.

 5. Via another relation - you can use specific relations via another relation to identify a 

group of users. 

 6. From structure setup - you can define the limits setup, supervisor setup or sub-

stitutes for:

 l Fixed level, for instance, the manager of the whole section.
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Note: Note that the Only responsible check box must be 
selected.

 l Only for the responsible person from the selected section.
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 l For the selected section and everything below      e.g. Technical Devel-

opment (40) and everything below (resources). The responsible person 

is excluded.
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 l For resources from the section and the person responsible for it.      Two 

rows have to be added: for selected section and for responsible person. 
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You  can also add multiple users from the list by using a dedicated 

action. All setups described above, excluding All and From list, are 

available in the Add multiple users from list window:

The selected users are displayed on the grid as the From list users.
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Limits and supervisor setup

General description

You use Limits and supervisor setup to define the amounts a user will be authorised to 

approve during a workflow process instance, and, if the system finds out that authorisation is 

not in order, who will receive the work item as supervisor.

Note: Note: The limits are in principle general, and can be used for all numeric 
properties you can base a distribution rule on. The intended use, however, is for 
amount properties. 

Amounts and limits

The setup only takes effect when an identified recipient of a task instance is directly related 

to an amount value of a work item, and where the distribution rule is based on this amount 

type. The work item may either:

 l be initiated (i.e. saved to the database) by this user (a new purchase order for 

example), or

 l contain an amount which must be paid to, or paid on behalf of, the user. In this case 

the workflow engine will find the user via a RESNO value (or USER value) which is 

included in the posting attributes on the work item (a phone bill for the employee, for 

example). See description of Limits. 

Supervisors

A supervisor will receive work items the identified recipient is not authorised to handle, as 

well as work items the recipient fails - or forgets - to handle (the work item remains un-pro-

cessed until a deadline). 

If there are no defined supervisors, and no defined escalation logic (see below), the process 

instance will abort, and the work item will be marked as not handled (and transferred to Items 

to follow up). 

Automatic escalation

When defining distribution rules, you can both set up alternative routing on basis of amount 

values, as well as automatic escalation to specific recipients if tasks are not handled. In 

many cases, the use of an escalation sequence can be a flexible alternative to supervisors.
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In cases where you have  defined both a supervisor and an escalation sequence, the escal-

ation logic in the distribution rule will be executed first. 
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Limits

Validity of limits

When you define a set of limits (one new row), you must first select the basis for the limit, in 

the Type column. The following options are available:

 l Element type: the row will be used when the user receives a work item of the selected 

element type - unless the distribution rule located the recipient as member of a role.

 l Role: will be used if the distribution rule located the user as part of a role. 

 l General: will always be valid.

Precedence

You can specify various limits (many rows), of different types. If more than one row is valid, 

only the row with the highest precedence will be used:

 l If the user received the task as member of an identified role, the limits will be taken 

from the matching Role row, regardless of element type.

 l If the user receives a work item belonging to an identified element type, and the dis-

tribution is not based on role membership, or there are no rows matching the role mem-

bership, the limits will be taken from the relevant Element type row.

 l If neither Role or Element type is applicable, the limits will be taken from the General 

row.

The zero (0) limit

If a user is set up with no limits, or if a row contains 0 in a limit column, the user will not be 

authorised to handle work items of this kind (where distribution is based on an amount value).
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Supervisors

The user type

The Type column in the supervisor table refers to the task recipient and the current work item, 

as described for Limits. See Validity of limits.

You can therefore, assign different supervisors to the same user, dependent on - and match-

ing - the basis of the defined limits.

Types

You can define supervisors of three types, here described in prioritised sequence:

 l Role - valid if the user received the task as member of a defined role. You can set up 

one supervisor per role.

 l Element type - valid if the work item is of an identified element type (and the task is 

not received due to a defined role membership). You can set up one supervisor per ele-

ment type. 

 l General - valid if there are no other matching supervisors.

Example: The diagram below gives an illustration:

 Type Role Element type Find supervisor

1 Role Responsible  ...

2 Role SalesPerson  ...

3 Element type  Incoming invoice ...

4 General   ...

 

Locating supervisors

Regardless of the Type, you use the following columns to locate a specific supervisor:

... Find supervisor Attribute Via relation Supervisor Date from Date to

...      

Validity period

A supervisor  has a limited validity period, defined by the Date from and Date to columns. If 

you want to keep track of historical changes, you can set up different supervisors for different 

time periods - for the same user and Type.
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The Find supervisor column

The Find supervisor column gives you three options to locate a supervisor:

Option Description

From list You select the supervisor directly in the Supervisor column.

Relation on attribute

Currently, the only selectable attribute is RESNO - which per defin-

ition will identify the original recipient. Currently, you can only select 

RESNO in the Supervisor column also, meaning that 

Via another relation

The only selectable attribute is RESNO - the original recipient.  You 

select a related (parent) attribute to RESNO in Via relation, for 

example representing a superior level in the organisation, and then 

the RESNO attribute in Supervisor, identifying the manager of the 

selected organisational unit. 
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Substitutes for task recipients

Substitutes

 A substitute is a Business World user who will receive workflow tasks on behalf of the ori-

ginal recipient - as defined in the distribution rules for workflow process.

Substitutes are used to avoid hang-ups in running workflow processes, and a given user can 

have several potential substitutes. Substitutes are set up as follows:

 1. An administrator (you) will first define a number of users that can be 

used as substitutes for a list of given workflow users. This is done in the 

Administer workflow substitutes window.

 2. When a workflow user goes for holiday - or in any other way knows that 

he or she will be unavailable for a period of time - the workflow user can 

select specific substitutes in the Activate your substitutes window 

(the available substitutes will be those previously defined).

 3. If a workflow user becomes sick, or has forgotten to set up substitutes 

before a period of absence, another authorised user can use the Assign 

substitutes window to set up substitutes on the workflow user's behalf.

The Find substitute section

You use the Find substitute section to pick the substitutes. The table columns are shown 

below, with the various Find options filled in:

The Find logic

To select potential substitutes for workflow users, you have several options:

 l You can choose among all defined workflow users (From list). This is straight-

forward, and you simply select the substitute you want in the Recipient column.
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 l You can let the system find another user with a defined relation to the workflow user 

(Relation on attribute). In the example above, we use the RESNO relation on the cur-

rent user as a starting point (Attribute ID), and then identifies the potential substitute 

via the RESNO relation on the identified resource (this requires a convention, for 

example that the RESNO relation on RESNO identifies the immediate superior).

 l You can let the system find other users via a related attribute (Via another relation) . 

Above, we use the RESNO relation on USER to get the resource record for the cur-

rent user (Attribute ID). Then we use the COSTC relation on RESNO to identify the 

department (by convention, COSTC = department). The RESNO in Recipient will 

then identify the department manager as the potential substitute (also a convention).

 l You can add multiple rows with From list by using the Add multiple substitutes 

from list button. It works in the same way as the Add multiple user from list but-

ton.

Note: The Add multiple user from list button is located in the Users section. 
This section is available in the following windows: Limits setup, Supervisor 
setup and Administer workflow substitutes windows.

How the button in Exclude substitutes works
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 1. The button in the Exclude substitutes column is available for Relation on Attribute 

and Via another relation buttons.

 2. Clicking the button from the Exclude substitutes column opens the Exclude sub-

stitutes window.

 3. Available users contains the sum of all available substitutes for all users from the 

Users section.

 4. Moving the selected user into Excluded users and accepting the changes results in 

displaying an icon in the Excluded column and this particular user will no longer be 

available as a substitute in the Activate your substitutes window.
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Alerts in workflow

Reminders and notifications

A recipient will always get access to pending workflow tasks via the Task list. 

Sometimes you may want to stress the importance of a task, and  notify the recipient via 

other means. This can be relevant when the deadline for a task is approaching, or if a task 

has been forwarded from the original user to somebody else. 

Generally, Business World uses IntellAgent to handle notifications (alerts) based on the 

occurrence of a certain event. Workflow events, however, are not available via the standard 

IntellAgent functionality (System administration > IntellAgent). The Alert setup window 

(under Common > Workflow > Alerts) is the only place where you can define alerts for Work-

flow initiated events.

Alert types for Workflow events

There are two major event types which can trigger an IntellAgent alert:

 l When a recipient receives a task. This can be the original recipient, or the final 

responsible for the task if it has been transferred to somebody else.

 l When you have defined a deadline condition where you want notify the  recipient (ori-

ginal or alternative) or a supervisor about the situation.

Alert validity: An alert can either be valid for one element type, or it can be general, i.e. valid 

for all element types. You can - for each workflow event - define different alerts for different 

element types, and have one general as well. The latter will be used when the current ele-

ment type has no tailored alert.

Alert templates

An Alert template identifies the alert content (message) and how it must be presented (the lay-

out). You can design different layout, using different content, for the various alert media 

(Email, SMS/Text message, Alert list). All alerts must be linked to a template.

Template content

When you create an alert template for a special element type, you can use up to 10 element 

type properties as part of the alert message. The properties must have been selected for this 

purpose in theElement type detailstab (in theElement typeswindow).
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Further, the selected properties must have been explicitly linked (mapped) to generic tags 

(named Data1 - Data10), which you can use as fields in the template editor. See Mapping of 

generic tags for details.
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Default tags

In addition to mapped tags, you can use the following default tags - available for all element 

types (the tag brackets are not shown): 

Tag Represents

Alert recipient Full name of the target user.

Client The Business World company where the workflow event occurred.

Distr. method

How the task was distributed:

 l according to a rule (Rule),

 l manually distributed (Manual), 

 l forwarded (Forward),

 l escalated (Escalation).

Element type Name of element type for current work item.

Event name Name of the Workflow event (incident) that triggered the alert.

Instance number
The number of times this alert has been triggered for the current client 

(can be a very high number).

Link A hyperlink to the relevant page for task processing.

Original user The first task owner (may also be the current task owner).

Step Name of the current user step - as set up in the process definition.

Sub-process Name of the process definition.

Task owner Current task owner.

Today Today's date.
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Alert setup

IntellAgent for Workflow events

The Alert setup window is used to manage IntellAgent responses to workflow initiated 

events - not possible to set up using standard IntellAgent functionality (System admin-

istration > IntellAgent).

Alternative notification of pending workflow tasks

A Workflow task will always be available in the recipients task list. Using alerts, you can 

notify the original recipient - or other interested parties - via Email , Text messages, or the 

Alert list. 

Workflow events

Currently, you can set up alerts for the following workflow events (called incidents in Alert 

setup):

 l When a new task is available in the task list for the original recipient. The recipient 

receives the alert.

 l When a task is transferred to a substitute. The substitute receives the alert.

 l When a system defined action - Forward or Escalate - is carried out. The new recipient 

will receive the alert.

 l When a deadline is reached and you want to notify the original recipient, or the new 

recipient , when the task has been escalated. 

Window description

Alert setup mainly consists of a table, where one row represents one alert for a certain event 

(incident). 

 
All element 

types
Element type Incident Action Alert template Aggregate Allow off

?      

 Timesheets Deadline Reminder Timesheet approval No

        

When you have saved a new row, you cannot modify the settings, but you can delete it and 

create a new one.
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Workflow alerts TIN005 - Web client

Window usage

This window is used to enquire about the alerts, namely IntellAgent events not initiated by 

workflow processes. You can see when they were last run and in case of scheduled alerts - 

when they will be run next. It is possible to change the status of an alert, the server queue 

and also choose whether the recipient is allowed to switch off all alerts. In addition, you can 

delete selected alerts and all the alert history of their occurrences. The Workflow alerts win-

dow is displayed below:

Amend alerts

 1. You can change the status of an alert to: Active, Parked or Closed by changing the 

value in the Status field.

 2. To delete one or more selected alerts, click the Delete button. Alerts from the Alert 

setup window and all the alert history of their occurrences from the Workflow alert 

history window will be also removed. 

 3. To change the server queue for a particular alert, select another value (if more than one 

is available) in the Server queue field.

 4. You can also change whether or not recipients of a particular alert must be able to 

switch off all alerts by selecting or clearing the  Allow OFF check box.

Explanation of fields

Name

The alert (IntellAgent event) name.

Run as

The user who owns the event.
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Scheduled

Information only: indicates whether the alert is scheduled (in active use) or not. 

Last time

The date and time the event was last run.

Next time

The date and time the event will be run next. This data is available only for scheduled events.

Server queue

The server queue defined for this event.

Status

The current status of the event.

Allow OFF

If selected, the recipient can switch off all alerts generated by the event in the Personal alert 
setup tab available in the Your profile window.
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Workflow alert history TIN006 - Web client

Window usage

You can use this window to enquire about the history of IntellAgent output generation initiated 

by workflow processes. This window is in read-only mode. For each output, you can see the 

output generation time, type, status, destination and other information. You can open addi-

tional details for each output.

Enquire about workflow alert history

 1. Select an event type from the Workflow alert list in the Selection criteria section.

 2. Select Date from and Date to. These dates form a time range for your enquiry.

 Tip: you can press t or d to enter the current date.

 3. Click Load. The Workflow alert history grid is updated.

Explanation of fields

Source

Indicates whether the search is made against the output queue or the output log.

Event name

The name of the event generating the output.

Destination

The destination of the output.
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Output type

The type of the output. The following types are available:

 l Alert list
 l Business connector
 l Business World server process
 l Default
 l E-mail
 l External executable/command
 l File handling
 l Query definition
 l SMS
 l Workflow
 l Workflow delay point

Date processed

The date of the event output generation.

Time processed

The time of the event output generation.

Status

The status of the output generation. The following values are available:

 l Active - the output has not been generated yet.

 l Completed - the output has been successfully generated.

 l Error - the output has not been generated.

Results

A short description of the result of the generation of the IntellAgent output.

Attempt

Indicates how many times the system has attempted to generate the output.

Output details

Opens a window displaying more details on the generation of the IntellAgent output.
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Mapping of generic tags

Tags in alert messages

When you create an alert template, you will normally convey a message to the target user, 

explaining the reason for the alert (an empty email wouldn’t make much sense). 

If you intend to use the template for a certain element type, you may want to include some 

details from the current work item in the message. You can do this by mapping some gen-

erally available tags (available in the template editor) with properties of the element type, and 

then use the tags directly in the message.

Note: Note that you must explicitly identify the properties that can be mapped. 
Only properties (i.e. columns) selected in the E-mail column in the Details tab  (in 
the Element types window) will be available for mapping.

Alert example

According to company policy, timesheets will be approved (or rejected) no later than two 

days after the department manager has been assigned the (approval) task via workflow. 

As soon as an employee submits a timesheet, a workflow process (instance) will pass it to 

the department manager. After two days of passivity, however, a deadline action will be per-

formed, where the manager (as task owner) receives an alert, informing about the un-pro-

cessed task. 

The alert message identifies the timesheet period and the employee (i.e. resource) who sub-

mitted the timesheet. This information is taken directly from the current work item (timesheet) 

and put into the message via tags.

Mapping tags and element type properties

When you have selected the element type for mapping, you can map up to 10 properties with 

the generic tags Data1 - Data10.

In some cases, you will also have the option to display either the code or the description part 

of a property - if a description exists.

Default tags

When you create an alert message, you will always have access to some default tags, rep-

resenting the target user (Alert recipient), current date (Today) etc. See Alerts in workflow.
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Mapping example and template

Mapping: Assume the following mapping for the Timesheet element type:

 Generic Actual Show

?    

 Data1 atstseheader:resource_id Text

 Data2 atstseheader:reg_period Code

Alert template message: The template message, for example for Email, could then look like 

this (the tags are displayed in brackets):

[Today]

 

Dear [Alert recipient]

Please approve the timesheet for resource [Data1] for the period [Data2] immediately.
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Formal actions

System actions and user defined actions

A formal action is a function which can be linked to a user step and displayed as a button in 

the screen used to handle the current work item.

There are two types of actions:

 l System actions - a set of predefined actions.

 l User defined (custom) actions - any actions defined by you.
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System defined actions

Availability

System defined actions are available for all element types, although some of them will only 

behave properly for some. We have split the system actions into two groups:

 l Actions completing the current task.

 l Internal task actions.

An action can be added to a user step, and will then appear as a button in the relevant win-

dow.

Actions completing the current task

Two system defined actions will complete the current task, and let the workflow process con-

tinue (just like custom - or user defined - actions):

Action Description

Approve

Completes the task with a positive result. 

Note: The workflow process will always use the positive action(s) 
to predict the path the transaction will take on workflow.

Reject

Completes the task with a negative result.  A negative action often leads 

to some means of correction.  A comment has to be entered when reject-

ing a task. 

In addition, we have one special action, which not only completes the task, but stops the 

entire process:

Action Description

Abort
Stops the current process instance. Must be used with care(!). The item 

is moved toItems to follow up.

Internal task actions

The actions described below will not complete the task - as defined in the process definition, 

but may transfer responsibility to another workflow user, or just halt the process for later com-

pletion. 

Action Description

Escalate
The task is transferred to the supervisor of the current task owner defined in 

Workflow user information. If there is no supervisor defined for the user, the 
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Action Description

item goes to Items to follow up.

Forward
Allows the task owner to manually transfer the task responsibility to another 

workflow user. 

Inform

Allows the task owner to create a sub task - containing the current work item - 

to inform other users about the task you are handling. The current task owner 

must select another action to complete the task.

Distribute
Allows users to add new recipients to share the responsibility of the current 

task. The task is not completed.

Park The task is set on hold. A comment has to be entered when parking a task. 

Save draft The current work item is saved, but the task is not completed. 

Split row

Relevant for element types holding GL transactions. Allows the recipient to cor-

rect the current posting setup, by splitting the transaction into several new 

ones (one invoice line is split into several new lines). There will be one new pro-

cess instance for each split, starting according to the setup of the current user 

step. In order to use split row, you need to select the Users allowed to 

change data checkbox on the Options tab.

See Choose recipients for action to learn how to select recipients for the following actions: for-

ward, inform and distribute. 
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User defined (custom) actions

Screen location

The screen where you define user defined actions is found under System admin-

istration>System setup>Workflow.

Defining custom workflow actions

A user defined or custom action is a formal action defined by yourself, and made available for 

a user via a button in the relevant window. When the task owner selects a custom action - or 

any other action available - the task will (normally) be completed, and the workflow process 

will continue.

You will normally need a custom action when none of the corresponding system actions 

(Approve / Reject etc.) is sufficient to present the action alternatives in the relevant screen.

Validity: An action can either be defined as a general custom action, valid for all element 

types, or restricted to one element type only.

Action button: A custom action will be displayed in the relevant screen as a button - with a 

symbol (see below) and a descriptive text. When a custom action button is pressed, the task 

is completed, and further process flow will be according to the process definition. 

Setup properties (columns)

You define a custom action by adding a new row to the User defined actions table. 

Below, we explain the relevant properties in detail (a few columns are omitted):

Column name Description

Action code The unique identifier. Must be 3- 6 characters long.

Description The text that will be displayed on the action button.

Text
If you enter any Text, this will be displayed - as a receipt - after the action 

is performed.

Behaviour

The action result. Determines how the button will be displayed in the rel-

evant window:

 l Positive + Description

 l Negative + Description

Note: Note that the workflow process- for example OR-split branches - 

must take care of further processing. The selected Behaviour does not 
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Column name Description

affect the processing per se.

Comment

If selected, the task owner will be prompted to add a comment when the 

action is selected. If it is not selected, the task owner will not have the 

option to add a comment. 

Automatic action

Relevant for deadline setup only. If selected, the action description will 

appear as a possible action when the deadline is reached (the Perform 

column in deadline setup).
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Action management in workflow

Actions and workflow tasks

In Business World, there is a tight integration between action management (i.e. actions 

handled in the Action overview panel) and tasks. 

This integration is expressed via some options in the Process definition window, related to 

the setup of a user step:

 l You can tell the system that this task must also generate an action, which then will be 

displayed in the Action overview panel connected to the window used to handle the 

work item. 

As an option, you can also choose to display the action when working with a "parent" 

to the current work item: if the work item is a customer invoice, you may choose to dis-

play the action when working with the customer record also - in Customer master 

file.

 l You can tell the system that the user step you are working with also can be used as a 

manual user step. When a process with a manual user step is activated, the step will 

be available as an action - or an ad hoc task - in windows used to handle objects of the 

process' element type. 

Setup requirements

Element type specific windows with Action overview pane: A manual user step is 

defined for one or more element types and accompanying windows. The selected 

window must have an Action overview pane. 

Link to a defined Action type and action window: The manual user step must be of a 

valid Action type (defined in Action type master file), and thereby linked to a special action 

window (Task, Phone etc.). Like any other user steps definitions, a manual user step must be 

set up with at least one workflow action (e.g. Approve, Task completed etc.).

Distribution logic: The manual user step must also have its own distribution logic, and be 

connected to a distribution rule group.

Creating an ad-hoc process instance

When a user with the correct access rights selects a record in a window targeted for a 

manual user step, the Action overview pane will display an action button with the name of the 

user step, allowing the user to create a process instance on the fly. 
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As soon as a new action is saved, the workflow engine will use the inherent distribution logic 

to locate the recipient(s), and distribute the new task accordingly. The selected record will be 

the task's work item. 
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Completing the task

The recipient may now handle the task in two ways:

 l Via the task list: The task list will show the new task - as any other tasks. When the 

recipient opens it, however, the window selected for the user step will open with the 

work item details. The new task will be available as a new action in the Action over-

view pane. To process the task, the user must open the action item, and select one of 

the defined buttons to complete the task.

 l Via Action overview pane directly: If the recipient already works with the record 

selected for the ad-hoc task instance, the Action overview pane will show the new 

task as an action item - generated by Workflow. The recipient can open the action 

item directly, and complete the task without accessing the task list.
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Element types

Parent object type for Workflow types

An element type is a specialised "meta object" type in Business World, originally created to 

be processed by the workflow engine. In Business World, all important business objects are 

"wrapped" in corresponding element types, and thus workflow enabled.

Common set of properties: Formally, the various element types all inherits from the general 

Business World element type, giving them all a common, basic interface (the properties inher-

ited from the parent):

 Business World Element type   

       

   

Incoming invoice  Customer  

      

Element types are valid for the installation

All element types are defined for the complete installation, and available for all companies. 

The Element types screen is found under System administration > System setup 

> Workflow > Element types.

Tables and columns

An element type is constructed on basis of a set of tables, holding the data for the underlying 

business object type.

When defining or modifying an element type, you have access to all columns from the under-

lying tables, and you can select the relevant columns to be displayed (exposed) in various 

contexts (columns for approval, for routing, for distribution etc.).

Table for Work items: In Business WorldWorkflow, it is always the table listed on top that will 

constitute the basis for awork item. You will select columns from other tables - if present - to 

supply contextual information about the work item.

Element type variants

When an element type is constructed on basis of more than one table, it will often be a one-

to-many relationship between table rows. An invoice, for example, consists of a header (an 
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invoice as a unit) and many detail rows (a Customer with several addresses).

The predefined element types are constructed in such a way that the natural work item table 

is defined on top. For a transactional data type, like an invoice, it is the single line which will 

be the work item, while a typical master file element type (Customer, for example) will use 

the main record as work item.

We will look at two element type definitions below.
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Customer  example

When we take a look at the Customer element type we get the following:

  TC Attribute ID Table name  

?     

1   acuheader The work item table

2  A4 aglrelvalue  

3  A4 agladdress  

Logical structure: Customer is a constructed as a normal header-details (one-to-many) object 

type:

Header

Detail

 

Description: The acuheader table, with Id, Name, Bank account etc, is on top. This means, 

by convention, that it is a row from this table that will be the main work item when sent on 

workflow. 

By selecting various columns from acuheader, and any of the other tables, you can configure 

how a customer record must be presented in a workflow context.

Incoming invoice example - transactional element type

The Incoming invoice element type is defined like this:

  TC Attribute ID Table name  

?     

1 1  acrtrans The work item table

2 1  apoheader  

3 1  acndetail  

4 1  acncontr  
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5 1  apoarrord  

Logical structure: As all transactional element types, Incoming invoice is logically con-

structed as an inverted header-details (one-to-many) object type:

Detail

Header

 

Description: The element type is constructed on basis of five tables, with acrtrans on top. It 

will therefore be a row from acrtrans that will be the main work item when an Incoming invoice 

is sent on workflow (i.e. selected columns from this table, supplied with some columns from 

the other tables, according to configuration). 

In practice, this means that when an invoice - with several acrtrans rows - is saved and sent 

on workflow, it is actually many acrtrans rows that will be sent on workflow;  each line will trig-

ger a new process instance.           

Still, it is only one invoice, and Business World workflow therefore has a few mechanisms 

allowing us to treat the invoice as one.

See also Grouping of tasks.

When a work item is not handled

As part of the element type definition, you must specify what to do with un-processed work 

items, shown as Treatment if no rule:

Element type

Treatment if no rule

Last update User

  

Treatment if no rule: This setting defines what to do with a work item when the distribution 

failed, i.e. when the distribution logic couldn't find a recipient. You have two alternatives:

 l Move to items to follow up. An un-handled work item will be taken out of the pro-

cess routing and only made available for the administrator. See Items to follow up.
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 l No workflow. The work item will taken out of the process and treated as there was no 

workflow defined for it. 

Options

When you have opened a specific element type, you may define detailed features for the ele-

ment type:

 l Element type details(theDetailstab) allows you to select columns, from all tables, to 

be used or displayed in various contexts.

 l The Aggregate button (in the action toolbar) is intended for transactional element 

types, where you want the single work item amounts - for example belonging to the 

same invoice - to be aggregated before evaluation. This is relevant if a recipient must 

approve "personal amounts": Although the amount on every single work item may 

pass the approval limit, this may not be the case for the aggregated amount.

 l Importance(theImportancetab) is a feature that lets you set criteria forwork item 

importance (from 5 on top to 1). The importance can then be used to tailor the present-

ation of work items in the users task list.
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Element type details

Properties for various purposes

You use the Details tab (in the Element types window) to set up detailed rules for how an ele-

ment type object (a work item) will be displayed and handled in various situations. 

Since an element type normally is based on several tables, often with a large set of columns 

per table, you can select relevant columns (properties) for either 

 l functional purposes, or for 

 l display only. 

Date columns and relational properties: In some cases (i.e. for some element types) you 

may need to identify a specific date property to use when retrieving relational values for work 

items of that type, instead of using the default today's date. For this purpose you must use 

the system setup value WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL, described below (see Dates on rela-

tions and WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL).

Columns used for functional purposes

The following columns in the  details table have a bearing on workflow related functionality:

Column Description

New distribution 

/ Operator

If you select any columns (element type properties) for New distribution, 

any  changes to these properties during a process instance, will restart 

the process for this work. 

You can use the Operator column to specify whether a change to a 

greater or smaller value must trigger process restart. If Operator is left 

blank, all changes will lead to a restart.

Delay / deadline 

setup

If selected, you can use the property in a delay condition, or as a con-

dition in deadline setup. In the latter case, the property must be a Date 

property.

Rules / Or-split 

setup

If selected, the property will be available in the Data specifications sec-

tion in the Distribution rules window, when  Rule type = Element type. 

It will also be available in the Routing section , when you will find a recip-

ient From column.

Finally, you may use the column - i.e. the actual property value on the 

work item - as a condition for selecting an OR-split branch.
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Column Description

E-mail

Indicates whether or not you can use the column as a tag in an E-mail 

template. E-mail templates are handled by IntellAgent, and can also be 

used in a workflow context.

Document 

The columns you select for Document (i.e. document type properties) 

will be available when you define indexes and mapping for a document 

type - valid for the current element type.
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Columns for display

The following columns are used to expose (display) column values in various contexts:

Column Description

Task list / Order

If Task list is selected for a table column, the column will be displayed as 

a Task property in the user's task list. It will also appear as a property for 

an action item. Note that if you make any changes, the existing task list 

and action item properties will be  updated immediately.

All tasks with identical values for the selected properties, will be grouped 

into one line in the task list.

You can select maximum ten columns for this purpose. You must set an 

Order number for each. 

Note: Note 1: You can use the WF_TASKLIST system setup 
value to override (hide) columns selected in Task list. This affects 
how the tasks are grouped and displayed.

Note: Note 2: If the recipient is supposed to make changes to the 
work item as part of a task,  you must have selected the correct 
identifier property. See Task properties for editing below.

Item details / Order

Selected columns will be displayed in Items to follow up and in WF03 - 

available from Invoice registration (VP10).

You can select as many columns as you like. If you don't use the Order 

column, the selected properties will be randomly displayed.

Action / Order

You can select up to three columns that will be displayed as task prop-

erties when you connect an action to a task via the Action overview 

panel (the columns selected in Task list (above) are displayed on the 

Task's front page).

Master file work-

flow

Relevant for master files element types only. The selected columns will 

be included in the work item when appearing in a Master file approval 

process.

Log value
Selected columns will be logged per task and displayed as part of the 

workflow map, for example when you zoom from an approval window.

Web services Selected columns will be available for display by the Workflow web ser-
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Column Description

vice. Application programmers using the Web service must always know 

the selected columns before trying to display their values. 
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Task properties for editing

If you create workflow processes where a recipient needs to modify or correct the work item 

details in a specific screen as part of task completion, the element type must be set up with 

certain identifier properties in Task list, as required by the data entry screen.

The table below lists required properties (columns) for a few, common element types - all 

transactional. The columns belong to the topmost table (the workflow table) in the element 

type definition:

Element type Required properties (columns)

Requisition (REQ) Order_no

Purchase order (PO) Order_no

Incoming invoice (IIN) Voucher_no

Timesheets (TS) Resource_id, reg_period

Non-transactional element types will normally require that you identify the unique Id column 

from the topmost table.

Reference: The entries in the asysvalues table with the name WF_GROUPING shows the 

required properties (columns) used for most transactional element types. Since entry screens 

for these element types usually works with the composite "header" objects, you will find that 

the grouping properties often represents foreign keys into the corresponding header table.
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Using aggregated amounts

Relevance

You can use the value of an amount property (of an element type) as a basis for OR-split 

branching, as part of the process definition diagram, or as a condition for distribution - in a dis-

tribution rule.

Transactional element types: All element types defined for financial transactions, are based 

on two or more tables: one table  identifies the composite object - as a header, and one (or 

more) tables holds the transactions (details). 

When the workflow engine detects that an element type object with this structure must be 

sent on workflow, it will create one process instance per detail row. 

All amount values sent on workflow will, by default, only represent the amount for one detail 

line in the composite object. If we want the workflow engine to distribute tasks according to 

the total sum (for all detail rows), we must turn on aggregation. 

OR-Split and aggregation: When defining the conditions for an OR-split branch, you have the 

option to use Aggregate or not (check-box). In order to use it with any effect, you must 

already have defined aggregation on the element type.

Incoming invoice example

If we take a look at the Incoming invoice element type, we find this structure (acrtrans is the 

topmost table in the element type definition):

When a new invoice is saved to the database, and we have an active process definition for 

the Incoming invoice element type, the workflow engine will create one process instance for 

each new row in acrtrans. And, in acrtrans we find, among several other properties, Amount, 

Amount 3, Amount 4 etc., i.e. amounts a recipient may be authorised to handle - or not. 

The workflow engine knows that the process instances are related, but unless you explicitly 

say so, it will not use this knowledge during the workflow process.
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Note: We repeat: it will always be a row from the first table in the element type 
definition (table on top) that will be sent on workflow - along with selected property 
values from other tables.

Aggregation per attribute

Aggregation is always based on an attribute - which must be a property of the element type. 

If you for example set up aggregation based on COSTC, all amount values - from different 

detail rows with the same COSTC value - will be summarised before further processing. In 

order to do this, however, you must know that COSTC is represented by one of the posting 

attributes on the detail object.

Aggregation sequence

You can define several aggregation attributes, in which case the workflow engine will com-

pute the aggregated amount for all single items with the same value on the aggregation attrib-

ute properties.

 Sequence No Attribute

?   

1 1COSTC

2 2PROJECT

In this example, all amount properties for the single work items belonging to the same header, 

will be aggregated per COSTC and PROJECT.

Example:Amounts for COSTC 240 and Project 1000 will be aggregated, as will amounts for 

COSTC 240 and project 2000 - when appearing on different lines within the same header 

entity.

Reference

Header entities are identified as an entry in the asysvalues table with name WF_

GROUPING. See Grouping of tasks.
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Master file approval

Functionality

Master file approval is a special feature for important business objects (master file records), 

allowing you to define workflow processes to validate changes to the objects before they are 

saved to the database. 

It requires, however, that you

 l have defined the process as a Master file approval process 

(Checkbox in Process definition / General tab), and 

 l selected at least one column for Master file workflow (Details tab, in the Element 

types window). 

Note: Unless both the above conditions are in place, master file records may be 
passed around in a process, just like any other work items: Unless the process is 
defined as a master file approval process, selected columns for Master file work-
flow will be ignored.

Approval screens: Before master file approval can be used, you must also  define the vari-

ous screens  (in User step setup) that can be selected for the master file element type. 

Approval screens  are set up and configured in the  Master file approval setup window, avail-

able under Common>>Workflow>>Fixed registers.

Columns for validation and editing

You can set up the various approval windows - for different master file types - according to 

your liking, by selecting contextual properties to display along with selected details from the 

current record. 

The selected details, however, which will be the subject for approval or rejection, will be edit-

able, and must be selected from the Master file workflow column.

New or changed master file records

A master file approval process will be triggered when a user makes changes to any of the 

properties (columns) selected for Master file approval (a new record will per definition include 

changes). 

When the new or changed record is submitted, changes to the selected properties are not 

saved to the database, but kept in temporary storage awaiting formal approval. Other users, 
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outside the workflow process, who will access a changed record, will see the old values for 

these properties.
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Master file approval setup

Defining and configuring screens for approval

You use Master file approval setup to define the screens to use for master file approval 

tasks. A master file approval screen is always defined per element type, and identified by a 

Function name.

Process definition: When you set up a user step in a master file approval process, the 

defined screen(s) will be available for selection in the Screen field (Step setup tab, Usage 

section).

General layout of approval windows for master files

All approval windows for master files use three different elements to display the approval 

tasks:

 l One pane (A) for listing the records awaiting approval.

 l Two sections for displaying the selected record:

 l The header section (B), identifying some unique record properties.

 l The fields for approvalsection (C) - displaying the properties and values selec-

ted for approval in theDetails(in theElement typeswindow).

Layout: The diagram below illustrates the general layout:
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Comments: The record xxxx is selected from the pane (A). The header section (B) displays 

some basic properties for the selected record, while the fields for approvalsection (C) dis-

plays the fields selected for approval in theMaster file approvalcolumn.

Selecting properties for the records pane and header section

Master file approval setup lets you select the properties to display as Pane information and 

Header information respectively. 

When you have selected the element type, you can enter a new Function name to create a 

new setup.

Note the following:

 l You can select as many properties as you need. There are no limits in the system.

 l A selected property will get a default display order number which you can overwrite 

before you save.
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Importance

Workflow task importance

Work items are made available for recipients via the task list.  Business World clients can 

make the prioritisation of tasks easier for  recipients by setting up importance criteria.

An importance criterion is set up with a weight between 5 and 1, where 5 is the highest.

For Task management Experience pack only

Currently, the importance feature is only displayed in the Task list (in the Task management 

Experience pack). 

All tasks (i.e. work items) set up with importance criteria, will be displayed with an import-

ance bar, stretching from 1 to 5 in length, and with a colour code. A task with work items 

without importance setup will have no importance bar. If all tasks on the task list have the 

importance equal to 0, the information about the importance will not be displayed there at all.

Importance criteria

Importance criteria are based on property values on the work item. You can in principle use 

any column available for the element type as basis for importance settings, and you can use 

many criteria (properties) if required.

For example: If you always want to give top priority to Incoming invoices from a certain sup-

plier (e.g. supplier id = 12345), you will select the apar_id column from the apoheader table, 

and assign maximum importance to value 12345. 

You will also differentiate between invoice amounts, and add a criteria for the amount column 

as well (acrtrans table), and assign weights to different amount values.

When a work item appears in the recipients task list, the importance will be calculated on 

bases of the total weight of all the importance criteria, divided by the number of criteria used. 

See Example below for more details.

The importance setting section

When you open Importance for a certain element type, you define the importance criteria in 

the Importance setting section. First you select the relevant table and column:

-------- Importance setting ---------------

Table Column

Description    
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Next, depending on the data type of the selected column, you will get a table where you set 

the actual weighting for relevant property values. 
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Example

The following example gives an illustration of two possible settings for Incoming invoice 

 l Criterion 1: Supplier importance is set to 5 for supplier with Id = 12345. No other sup-

pliers are weighted (Table: apoheader, Column: apar_id):

ValueImportance

123455

   

 l Criterion 2: Invoice amounts can be weighted as follows (Table: acrtrans, Column: 

amount):

 

Description   Aggregate

Greater than or equal to Less than Importance

1 1000 1

1000 10000 2

10000 50000 4

50000  5

So, when a task recipient receives a work item from supplier 12345, with the amount 15000, 

the importance is calculated to 4,5 = (5+4)/2.

When the same task recipient receives a work item from another supplier, with the same 

amount (15000), the task importance is calculated to 2 = (0 + 4)/2.

Amounts and aggregation: When setting up an importance criterion based on amount (i.e. 

any numeric value) for a transactional element type - typically an invoice - you can choose 

whether to use the current work item amount, or the total,  aggregated, amount for the invoice. 

Note: Note that Aggregate in this context has no influence on the general Aggreg-
ate settings for the element type. See Using aggregated amounts.

Importance criteria for date properties

You can define importance criteria on basis of date properties on the task's work item, where 

the value of the date property is evaluated in relation to the current date (the date when the 

user opens the task list). 
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The criterion must be entered as a number (decimals allowed), where 0 means "when the 

property value is the same as today",  1 is the day after, etc. 

To refer back in time, you use negative numbers ( -1 will be true the day before the property 

value day).
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Example: Assume you want to use the following setup for an invoice, based on due_date:

 l When it is three days or less until due date, show a reminder (weight 3).

 l If the task is un-processed at due date - or later - show an alert (weight 5).

This will lead to the following setup (Table: acrtrans, Column: due_date):

Greater than or equal to Less than Importance

-3 -1 3

0  5

Note: Note that you cannot use date constants (e.g. 12.6.2013) when setting up 
date based criteria. You can only use relative, numeric, values. If desired, decim-
als can be used.
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Dates on relations

Dates on relations

All element types with relational properties may in principle be set up with Dates on relations, 

meaning that a specific relational value for an element type object always will have a validity 

period (start date and end date). A given object may therefore have several values for the 

same relational property, with different validity periods (only one is valid at a given date). 

Relational value for a work item

By default, Business WorldWorkflow will use the current date when it retrieves the correct 

relational value for a work item, i.e. the value as it istoday.

In some cases, however, the relevant date may be represented by the value of a date prop-

erty on the work item, and you are interested in the relational value for that date. 

For an employee (Personnel - RES - element type), this can for example be the value when 

the employment started (or will start if this is a future date), represented by the date_started 

column in the ahsresources table.

Exceptions

The two element types, Timesheets (TS) and Project expense approval (PX) do not use 

today's date as default relation date. Instead, they use the following property values:

Element type Date column Table

Timesheets (TS) trans_date atstsehourdet

Project expense approval PX) voucher_date atsexpenses

asysvalues reference: These properties are defined by Business World and stored in the 

asysvalues table, under the name WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL(!).

These values can be overriden for defined contexts by entering new 

 WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL system setup values for TS and PX (see below).

WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL 

You can use the system setup value WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL to identify the date prop-

erty to use when retrieving relational values for a given element type, in a given context.
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WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL

Identifying date column for relational values

You can use the system setup value WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL to identify date prop-

erties to use when the workflow engine must retrieve relational values for a work item (belong-

ing to a certain element type). 

Every entered value must be explicitly linked to an existing distribution rule (defined outside a 

specific workflow process) or an existing delay node (part of one specific process definition).

Default: By default - if no values are defined for an element type - the system will use the rela-

tional value for the current date, i.e. the date when the workflow step is executed.

Value conventions

The columns in the System setup values screen are used as follows:

Column Description

Name Identifies the value (set). Must always be WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL.

Pos Sequence number. Identifies a unique row along with Name.

Text 1 Either R (to be used in a distribution rule) or D (delay node).

Number 1

Identifies either the correct rue or delay node. Dependent on the value in Text 1:

 l If R: The rule identifier (the number you find outside a selected rule in the 

Distribution rules window).

 l If D: The delay node Id. To find the node identifier, you must query the 

database. See Finding the delay node id below.

Text 2 Name of element type table holding the date column.

Text 3 Name of date column to use.

DescriptionName (code) of element type.

Example

Below, we have retrieved the three rows valid for the Personnel (RES) element type. Two are 

used in distribution rules, one in a delay node:
 Name Pos Text 1 Number 1 Text 2 . Text 3 . Description

? WF_REL_VAL*        RES

1 WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL 1 R 44 ahsresource  date_started  RES

2 WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL 2 R 54 ahsresource  date_from  RES

3 WF_REL_VALUE_DATE_COL 3 D 12321 ahsresource  date_started  RES
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Finding the delay node id

There is no simple way to retrieve a delay node id for a certain node in a certain process. 

Below, we list a query that will show all delay nodes for all active process definitions for the 

RES element type in the EN client.

You can copy the query text and make your modifications.

SELECT n.node_id as "ID", n.description AS "Node name", p.de-

scription as "Process name"

FROM awfprocess n, awfprocess p, awfprocelemtype e, awfversion v

WHERE e.client = 'EN'

AND e.element_type = 'RES'

AND e.client = p.client

AND e.node_id = p.node_id

AND e.version_no = p.version_no

AND p.status = 'N'

AND e.client = v.client

AND e.node_id = v.node_id

AND e.version_no = v.version_no

AND v.active_flag = 1

AND n.client = p.client

AND n.parent_id = p.node_id

AND n.version_no = p.version_no

AND n.node_type = 5
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Comments: The query result is three columns identifying the node id, the name of the node, 

and the name of the process where the node appears. As you see, we will only list nodes for 

active processes.
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Distribution of tasks

User steps in the process

The workflow process definition holds all details about process tasks and how the work item 

is routed between tasks. 

In this chapter, we will explore the various options for task distribution. This is only relevant 

for user steps, and referred to as the distribution logic defined for the step.

The distribution logic for a task is not directly related to the workflow process, as expressed 

in a process definition diagram, but to how recipients of user steps must be identified (loc-

ated), and, optionally, related to the conditions that must be met before a task is considered 

completed. These conditions may be very complex.

Reminder: Element types with a header and details

An important feature with the Business World Workflow, is that all processes designed for 

element types constructed with a header object and detail objects, will be always processed 

per detail. 

When - for example - a new requisition is saved to the database, and we have an active pro-

cess definition for the Requisition element type, the workflow engine will create one process 

instance per requisition line . We can use various grouping mechanisms for related tasks (ori-

ginating from the same requisition) before they are presented to the recipient.

Note: For a composite element type, it is always data from the first (topmost) 
table  in the element type definition that will trigger new process instances. For the 
pre-defined element types, we have defined the table with the most detailed prop-
erties on top. 
Example: For new requisitions, the workflow engine will create a new process 
instance for each new row in the acrtransdetail table.

Distribution logic

When you define a process, in the Process definition window, you have basically two 

options when determining the recipients of a  user step instance:

 l By rule group: Before the user step is instantiated, the workflow engine will process 

the rules found in the connected distribution rule group, and then identify the correct 

task recipients.

Rules and groups are defined in  the Distribution rules window in the  Desktop or Web 
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client.

 l Manually: If the rule group is empty (contains no rules), the responsible for the pre-

vious task instance must manually select the recipients. Per default, all defined work-

flow users and roles are selectable, but you can limit the possible task recipients as 

part of the user step definition.
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Special circumstances

In addition to the two basic alternatives, we have two special circumstances which may 

affect task distribution:

 l workflow iteration via an OR-split.

 l data entry in tailored windows.

Workflow iteration via an OR-split branch: If the user step comes at the end of an OR-split 

branch, and the OR-split is set up to rollback to the workflow initiator or to the last owner, any 

of the previous recipients in the process can also be selected as recipient for the user step. In 

this case, the distribution is computed on basis of the OR-split branch definition and previous 

user step instances, and not on basis of any rules defined for the user step.

Tailored Business World windows: VP10 – Registration of invoices  has tailored func-

tionality for distribution of an invoice to the next – normally the first – task instance in a run-

ning workflow process: If the system parameter WF_MANUAL_DISTRUBUTION is 

activated, and a new invoice is saved, the user can select  task recipients directly.

The selectable recipients can either be found via a rule group or - if the group is empty - be all 

or a limited set of workflow users.

Managing distribution to a user step

A distribution rule group is used to identify the recipients of a user step instance, and may con-

tain zero or more rules. If a user step is linked to an empty rule group, the actual recipients 

must be identified by other means.

Several rules in a group

The main purpose of a distribution rule is to identify the recipients of the task. If a group holds 

several rules, the workflow system will process the rules according to priority (lowest number 

first). If a rule is considered valid - according to the Data specifications - rules with a higher pri-

ority number will be ignored.     

You can also define rules with the same priority, meaning that all will be processed in parallel. 

This may lead to a very sophisticated processing inside the step, and not visible in the gen-

eral process definition diagram.

Components of a distribution rule

A distribution rule consists of two component types:
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 l Data specifications, which is used to limit the rule's validity to one or more element 

types, with certain values on important properties. You can either identify the element 

types directly (by name), or indirectly, by identifying (element type) attributes - which 

must be available properties for relevant element types. 

In addition, you can specify that a rule must be based on a specific (numeric or date 

time) property on the element type - and further specified by the Routing rules.

 l Routing specifications, used to explicitly set up the logic for how the recipients will be 

found. 

Note: You will always need to set up routing specifications, while the data spe-
cifications are optional (if empty, the rule can in principle be used for all element 
types).

General and specific rules

Some user steps may be of a general nature and used in many processes. An example is that 

a work item must be passed on to the department head before further processing. The head 

of department is typically identified via a relation on the COSTC attribute, which is a property 

of many element types. We can thus create a simple distribution rule to be used by several 

processes and user steps.

Very often, however, we find that processes require tailored distribution logic, and that each 

user step in the process needs specific distribution rules. In such cases, we will create a rule 

group, probably with only one rule, to be used by one user step in one process.

Note: Keep it simple: We recommend that you keep the distribution logic simple, 
whether it is for a general purpose, or for specific use. It is much easier to create a 
new rule (and rule group) which you understand, than to find and correct unwanted 
distribution based on a complex rule or rule group.
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The Distribution rules window

Window structure

The Distribution rules window consists of four main elements, 

 l General information about rule groups and rule - identified with an A below.

 l The Data specifications section - B.

 l A drop-down allowing you to select a specific property that the rule will be based on - 

C. 

 l The Routing section - D.  

Overview diagram

The diagram below illustrates the window structure:

The main elements

A: You use the upper two sections in the screen to enter general properties for rule groups 

and rules. Other sections of the screen are used to handle one rule. See Routing: Rules and 
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rule groups.

B: The Data specifications for a rule are used to limit the rule's validity to one or more element 

types, based on the values of one or more attribute properties (on the current work item). You 

can enter several Data specification lines, meaning that you can make the rule valid for a 

wide range of element types and property values (not recommended, though). See Dis-

tribution rules: Data specifications for details.

C and D: The Routing section (D) may be linked to a selected property (C), or it may not. In 

the routing table (D), you will select a method for finding recipients, and set up parameters 

according to selected method. See Distribution rules: Routing.
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Rules and rule groups

General rule properties

The upper two sections of the Distribution rules window holds general properties for dis-

tribution rule groups and distribution rules respectively. 

Distribution rule group

You always start in the Rules groups section, where you can select an existing, or create a 

new rule group. The rule group name is unique.

Distribution rule

You can use the window to define multiple rules. Selecting a rule will cause the display of rule 

definition in the Rule details section. A rule name must be unique within a rule group.

A rule has a validity period (Date from - Date to) and a priority. The rule with the lowest priority 

number will be validated first. 

When a rule is considered valid (the work item properties matches the Data specifications), it 

will be used, and other rules in the group will be ignored.

Rule priority and data specifications

When you have more than one rule in a group, the workflow engine starts with the rule(s) with 

lowest priority number. Rules with the same priority and valid for the current work item, are 

executed in parallel.

When a workflow item is to be distributed, the workflow engine will check the rule(s) accord-

ing to  Data specifications. If the workflow engine confirms that the Data specifications are 

valid for the current work item, rules with a higher priority number are skipped (even if the 

actual routing will not find any recipients).

Example: Assume that we have three rules in a group, all of the Attribute/Relation rule type 

and based on values of the COSTC attribute:

Rule Priority Data specifications Comment

Rule 1 1
COSTC between 

100;499

Top priority. Will always be evaluated, but used 

only if current work item is related to a 

COSTC value between 100 and 499.

Rule 2 1 COSTC like 5*
Top priority. Will always be evaluated, but only 

used when the COSTC value starts with 5.
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Rule Priority Data specifications Comment

Rule 3 20
COSTC like * (i.e. all 

values)

Will be evaluated (and used) if none of the above 

specifications are valid. 
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Distribution rules: Data specifications

Restricting rule validity

You use the Data specifications section to limit the validity of a rule. If you want no restric-

tions at all, you can keep the section empty.

When the rule is connected to a user step, the workflow engine will first check whether the 

rule is relevant for the current work item or not. This is done by evaluating the work item 

against the various parameters (column values) in the Data specifications table (can be more 

than one row). If the work item values correspond to the acceptable values, the rule will be 

used to locate recipients (using the logic in the Routing section).

Normally, you create a rule group for a specific user step in a specific process definition. It is 

not recommended to create general rule groups, intended for several processes and element 

types (unless it is very simple).

More than one rule

The typical use of Data specifications is when the actual routing of work items must be very 

different, depending on specific property values on the work item. In such cases, you need 

more than one rule in the rule group.

Example: Assume that all invoices must be routed to the COSTC manager, with the excep-

tion of  invoices related to COSTC = 500 which must go to the Division manager. 

In this case we need two rules, for example with the following Data specifications:

Rule 1: The most used rule is given priority 0:

Rule 2: The special rule will have priority 1:

When a work item is about to be distributed according to this rule group, Rule 1 will be eval-

uated first (top priority). If the work item has a COSTC property with a value not like 500, this 
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rule will be used. If the COSTC value is 500, however, the rule is skipped, and Rule 2 will be 

evaluated - and it will match the COSTC value on the work item.

Data specifications and Routing: In many cases (and our example is no exception), you can 

instead use advanced setup in the Routing section to ensure alternative distribution. It is all a 

matter of preferences.
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Table description

The Data specifications table are shown below. You may enter zero to many rows in order to 

add restrictions on the current rule's validity. If you enter more than one row, all rows must be 

evaluated to TRUE in order to make the rule valid.

The columns are explained below:

Column Description

Rule type

Can either be Element type or Attribute/Relation.

 l Element type: Restricts the rule to a specific element type.

 l Attribute/relation: Restricts the rule to element types where a selec-

ted attribute (in the Attribute column) must be present as a prop-

erty.

Element type Relevant if Rule type is Element type.

Column name

Relevant if Rule type is Element type. You need to select a specific 

column from the available element type columns, and then specify valid 

values for this column (Operator and Value columns).

Attribute
Relevant if Rule type is Attribute. The selected attribute must be a prop-

erty on the work item (i.e. on the element type). 

Relation

Relevant if Rule type is Attribute. Can be used to indirectly limit validity. 

If used, Operator and Value refers to the Relation value, not the Attribute 

value.

Operator Required. Defines the comparison operator for values.

Value from Required. Wildcards (e.g.'*') are allowed.

Value to
Required. Wildcards (e.g.'*') are allowed. Can be edited when two value 

operators are used. The value operators are: between, not between.

Value list
Opens a pop-up window where you can create a list of values. Available 

for multi-value operators, such as: in list, not in list.
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Distribution rules: Routing

Identify recipients

In the Routing section of Distribution rules, you will mainly set up rules for recipient iden-

tification. In addition, you may also set the routing conditions, by using different routing for dif-

ferent property values.

Rule based on

If you want to base the rule on a specific property of the element type, you will define the 

actual routing on basis of the value (on the current work item) of this property. Note that some 

of the property options (hours, due date) are limited to very few element types.

The two columns, Operator and Value in the Routing table, are linked to this property, as illus-

trated below (Amount 4 = Company currency):

 

Rule based on Amount 4

 

Comment: In this example, we have set up routing on basis of an amount value. When the 

current work item holds this property, the property value will be used to identify the relevant 

line(s) in the routing table. 

Conditional recipients: When you base a rule on a property, you will typically have several 

lines in the Routing table, where each line identifies the correct recipients on basis of the 

value of the selected property. If the values overlap, some tasks will be distributed to several 

recipients, according to the value in the Sequence column.

Amounts and self-approval

When you base a rule on one of the available amount types, and locates a recipient based on 

the location method in the Routing table, the workflow engine will always check a special con-

dition:
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Does the current work item hold a RESNO value as part of the posting attributes and which is 

the same as the recipient's RESNO? (Or: Is the current work item saved by the recipient?)

 l If no, just continue.

 l If yes: Is the RESNO - as workflow user - authorised to handle an amount of current 

size? 

 l If no, skip this line.

 l If yes, use this line to located recipient(s).

By default, the amount will refer to the amount on one detail line (on original work item), but - if 

you have defined aggregation on the element type, the amount will refer to the aggregated 

amount. 

Amount limits are described as part of Limits and supervisor setup.

Finding recipients

When a rule is evaluated at run-time, it is only the data specifications that decide whether a 

rule is valid or not. 

If the current work item does not match the data specifications, the rule will be invalid - and 

ignored. 

Valid lines - i.e. lines that match any Based on conditions - in the Routing table will be 

executed according to the numbering in the Sequence column (lowest number first):

 l If two or more valid lines use the same Sequence number, the task will be distributed 

to several recipients in parallel. 

 l When two lines have different Sequence number, the line with the highest number will 

not be executed until the recipients identified by the first line have completed the task.

Note: A line can be not valid if the routing is based on a property - like Amount - 
and the actual value on the current work item does not match the condition 
expressed by Operator and Value.
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Routing: Find recipients

The Routing table

For each valid row in the Routing table, the workflow engine will use the criteria set up in the 

row to find recipients.

The main columns are shown below:

Find recip-

ient
Selection values Column name Attribute Via relation Recipient Seq Escalation sequence

        

        

Seq and Escalation sequence: The two columns Seq and Escalation sequence are described 

at the end of this chapter.

Methods for finding recipients

The Find recipient column gives you the available methods for locating recipients:

 l Direct methods - where you select a specific user or role from available workflow 

users or workflow roles.

 l Property based methods, i.e. methods using property values on the current work item 

to identify recipients. The property must always be an attribute, which either identifies 

the recipient directly (RESNO for example) or via a relation.

 l Organisation based methods, where you use the hierarchy in an organisational chart 

to identify the recipient.

 l Special methods, based on pre-defined functions.

Direct methods

There are two direct methods:

 l From list - which allows you to select one workflow user, which then will be the sole 

recipient (according to the current line).

 l Roles from list - which allows you to select a workflow role as recipient. All members 

of this role will then receive the task, either simultaneously (in parallel) or one after 

another. The distribution details, when a role is the task recipient, is set up in the role 

definition.
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Property based methods

There are five localization methods based on a property (value) on the current work item:

Method name (Find) Description

From attribute

Will find the recipient based on the value of an attribute. You select 

the attribute from the  Recipient column, which will list attributes  

which can be used to identify a user. 

Relation on attribute

Will find the recipient on basis of an attribute which is related to an 

attribute on the work item. You will identify the work item attribute in 

the Attribute column and the related attribute in the Recipient column.

Via another relation

Will find the recipient on basis of a relation to a related attribute(!).  You 

identify the work item attribute in the Attribute column,  the related 

attribute in the Via relation column, and the indirectly related attribute 

in the Recipient column.

From Flexi-field group

You must select the Flexi-field group from the Selection values 

column, and the attribute to which the group is attached, in Attribute. 

In the Recipient column you select a Flexi-field property which rep-

resents a user or resource.  

From column

(Column in an element type - exposed for Rule / OR-split). Only rel-

evant if you have a general ("free") element type property which holds 

an attribute value, i.e. Business World does not know that the prop-

erty (column) represents an attribute value.

 1. You select the element type in Selection values and the rel-

evant attribute column in Column name. 

 2. You identify the attribute corresponding to the column in Attrib-

ute, and - if relevant, any relation to be used to identify the 

recipient in Via relation. The Recipient column is used to 

identify the recipient, either as a property of Attribute - or of the 

related attribute.

Organisation based methods

There is one organisation based method, From Structure setup, where distribution is carried 

out on basis of an attribute hierarchy (also called Structure setup) - normally an organisation 

chart.
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Note: You need to be familiar with the chart definition, the levels and responsible 
(Business World user) per level, in order to set up correct distribution. For 
example: a typical chart is based on 1. RESNO (resource/employee) - 2. COSTC 
(department) - 3. SECTION - 4. DIVISION, where the three highest levels (2-4) all 
have an identified level responsible.

Selecting level attribute: You select the chart in the Selection values column (can be more 

than one available), and then the attribute representing a specific level in the hierarchy - in the 

Attribute column (note that the levels are not necessarily listed in the correct order). The 

selected level attribute must be available on the element type. 
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Finding recipient: You set up the distribution rule in the Recipient column, which always will 

be the responsible for a specific level in the hierarchy:

 l 0 levels above - means that distribution goes to the responsible for the level identified 

by Attribute. For example: If the level attribute = COSTC (department), we assume 

that the work item will hold a COSTC property with a specific value, identifying the 

department. Distribution goes to the responsible for this department.

 l 1 Levels above - N Levels above - where N represents the number of levels minus 

one - means that distribution goes to the responsible for a higher level. For example: If 

COSTC is the level attribute, and you select 2 levels above, distribution will go to the 

DIVISION manager.

Note: Levels above is only relevant when the chart allows Alternative level con-

nections, for example that a COSTC can be directly related to a DIVISION, but 

without a SECTION relation. Unless you have alternative level connections, you can 

use Fixed level X (see below).

 l Fixed level X - where X represents the level number (first level is always 1). A fixed 

level = 3 will always distribute the task the SECTION manager.
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Special method

There is one special method, called From function, which utilises special functionality 

related to a few roles mainly used in the Procurement module.

In order to set up correct distribution using From function, you must be familiar with the pro-

curement roles and relevant element types.

Available functions: You will select the function in the Selection values column:

The function... is valid for... and supports distribution to...

General

the following element types:

 l Contract invoice
 l Contract master file
 l GL transaction
 l Incoming invoice
 l Posted contact invoice
 l Posted GL transaction
 l Posted purchase invoice
 l Posted supplier invoice
 l Posting incoming invoice
 l Purchase invoice
 l Supplier invoice

the Responsible role only.

Procurement

the following element types:

 l Contract invoice
 l Contract master file
 l Goods receipt
 l Incoming invoice
 l Internal order
 l Missing goods receipt
 l Order confirmation
 l Posted contact invoice
 l Posted purchase invoice
 l Posting incoming invoice
 l Purchase invoice
 l Purchase order
 l Requisition

one of the following roles:

 l Accountable.
 l Requested by.
 l Responsible.

Sales
the Sales order element type 

only.

one of the following roles:

 l Responsible.
 l Salesman.
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Routing: Seq and Escalation sequence (tasks within a user step)

Relevance and use

Seq and Escalation sequence are only relevant if you set up more than one row in the Routing 

table, where each row (probably) will identify different recipients. When you set up more than 

one row, all recipients (for each row) must process the task, before the current user step is 

considered completed.

Only valid rows (i.e. if you base the rule on a property) will normally be processed, but you 

can, via the escalation mechanism, transfer the routing logic to any row - even if it is not 

valid.

Escalation and deadlines: Escalation sequence is restricted to deadlines, and the column is 

only relevant when

 l the current user step is set up with a deadline where     

 a. the action is Reminder or Escalate, and

 b. the target user will be located by a Rule,

and

 l the time limit defined for the deadline is reached.

Splitting a user step into several tasks

By using advanced routing options, you can actually create a new workflow process - within 

a single user step.

 l When you assign the same Seq number to several rows, the workflow engine will cre-

ate (at least) one task per row - with the same work item -  and try to process them all 

in parallel. In practice, you  set up an AND-split inside the step.

 l If you have rows with a higher sequence number, these will not be executed until all 

the previous tasks have been completed. 

Example: Assume five rows, with the following Seq numbers:

... Seq Escalation sequence

... 1 ...

... 2 ...

... 2 ...

... 2 ...

... 3 ...

If all rows are valid, this setup will create the following workflow task within the current user 

step:
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If one of the tasks (A -E) fails, the failed task will be marked as un-handled (and only available 

for processing in the Items to follow up window.) This may cause delays.

Tasks and user step: In general workflow terminology, a user step is normally one type of 

workflow task. When we discuss workflow within a user step, the original task (user step) is 

split into several  identical  (sub-) tasks, where each recipient will handle the same work item. 

The Seq column

Seq indicates the execution or distribution order, and rows with the lowest number are 

executed first. If more than one row shares the same Seq number, these are executed in par-

allel. The row with the next Seq number will not be executed before the previous task is com-

plete.

If the task is not processed within a defined time limit (deadline), one of the following will hap-

pen (in this sequence):

a) If no recipient is found - the work item is marked as not handled and only available via      

Items to follow up.

b) If the user step supports escalation based on distribution rule, and there is an alternative 

row (escalation sequence), use this row.

c) If b) applies, but does not produce a recipient, check if there is a supervisor. If no super-

visor is found, the work item is marked as not handled and made available via Items to follow 

up. 

The Escalation sequence column

Escalation sequence indicates an alternative row to be executed - if the original task fails. 

This can happen if current row  is not processed by a recipient within a defined time limit (dead-

line) - or if the recipient chooses to manually Escalate the task (requires that an Escalate 

action is set up for the user step). The purpose is mainly to avoid that a process instance is 

aborted due to unhandled tasks. 

The alternative escalation row does not have to be a valid row (i.e. if routing is based on a 

property value on the work item - see Example below).

Note: Note that an escalation will take place before the workflow engine will look 
for a possible supervisor.
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Example

Assume the following setup:

   

Rule based on Amount  

 Operator Value ... Seq Escalation sequence

1 between 0;999 ... 1 0

2 greater than 999 ... 1 0

3 greater than 9999 ... 2 1

4 less than 0 ... 3 2

Generally, the distribution will be as follows:

 l An amount under 1000 will be handled by the first row, while higher amounts are 

handled by row 2. 

 l An amount higher than 10000 will first be handled by row 2, then by row 3.

When a deadline is reached, the following may happen:

 l If the recipient(s) from rows 1 or 2 does not process the task, it will be escalated to 

row 3.

 l If the recipient(s) from row 3 does not process the task, it will be escalated to row 4. 
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Distribution of grouped tasks

If required, the WF_CONTINUE_DISTR system setup value can be created for a specific 

element type to group all the transactions in a workflow task and distribute them at once, 

instead of  one by one.

In case you need more than one element type,  create one system setup value for each ele-

ment type.

Note: It is not recommended to use this system setup values with element types 
used in complex workflow processes containing sub-processes.
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Process definition

Where everything is assembled

A process definition is where all the rules, actions and functions are assembled and made 

into an executable workflow process. 

In practice, you will often start with a draft definition, and make frequent visits to the other win-

dows (Element types, Distribution rules, etc.), to make sure that the process will behave as 

expected. 

When the definition is complete, validate, and activated, it will become an executable pro-

cess, ready for testing. 

Process instantiation

Typically, you will reserve a process definition for one element type only, but you may need 

to define more than one process for the same element type. If so,  you will also need to sep-

arate the processes by defining different conditions for instantiation. 

How a process is instantiated: When you attempt to save a record of an element type with a 

defined workflow process to the database, the workflow engine will proceed as follows:

It will check for any start up conditions for all the active process definitions for the current ele-

ment type. For every process definition with a valid startup condition, the workflow engine 

will create a new workflow process instance for the work item, and will transfer it to the first 

defined task.

Transactional element types: Note that if the element type is a transactional type (header 

and many details), and the current work item consists of many detail lines, the workflow 

engine will create a new process instance for each detail line.

Overview

We will go through most of the options you may need in a process definition:

 l How you work with the Process definition window.

 l How you define a user step.

 l How you define a system step.

 l How you set up an OR-split.

 l How you configure a Delay node.

There are a few setup elements for which we only give a short description below:
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 l AND-splits and AND-joins

 l Synchronisation steps

 l Sub-process 

AND-splits and AND-joins

 AND-split is used to divide the general workflow into several parallel 

branches and tasks.

 AND-join is used to converge different branches and to avoid the workflow 

moving to the next task until all the parallel tasks are completed.

An AND-join is not required after an AND-split. Each parallel branch can 

have its own workflow and can end at any time.

Synchronisation steps

You use a Synchronisation step  to ensure that all the detail tasks belonging to the 

same header object are completed before the process continues.

 

Example: A common scenario would be when a transaction with multiple lines has to be 

authorised, but before the task owner completes the final authorisation, each line of the trans-

action has to be approved by different recipients (determined by the distribution rule). In this 

case, you will use a synchronisation step to avoid the task owner getting tasks in stages for 

each and every line and, instead, to receive all tasks at once.
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Note: In this example, multiple 'First level approval' tasks are generated and 
assigned to different users due to the distribution rule.

Sub-processes

A sub-process step is defined and validated as any other process, but reserved for 

sub-process use only. It can only be executed as part of a main process.

Note the following:

 l A process must be activated before it can be used in a main process as sub-process.

 l When you have added a sub-process symbol to the main process diagram, you must 

select the sub-process you want to use. Only sub-processes supporting the same ele-

ment type as your main process will be available for selection.

 l The work item going into the sub process, may be modified before it is returned to the 

main process (after the sub-process has finished). The main process will still be able 

to detect the last recipient in the sub-process who handled the work item. You can 

therefore - in the main process - avoid that the same user gets the same work item 

twice (read about Two step approval).
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Note: In the General configuration window, you can indicate that a process 
must be use only as a sub-process.
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Working with the process definition window

Window layout

The Process definition window consists of three main areas: Process tree, the modelling 

area, and Shape details. 

Process tree area

In this tree structure you have a list with folders and process definitions, under the Process 

definitions folder, and with all the tasks that can be triggered directly from the Action over-

view pane, under the Manual user steps folder. Normally, all folders will initially be empty. 

You would normally create new folders (under Process definitions) for related element types.

Note: Use the drag and drop feature to move folders and processes through the 
tree and the search function to look for processes. 

Draft process

Active process

Parked process

Manual user step being used in a process

Independent manual user step
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Folder

Context menu for folders, processes and manual user steps.

Note:  Processes with the historical status are only accessible through the 
History window. 

Modelling area

The modelling area is used to set up the workflow process. You can build a process diagram 

by adding shapes from the palette. You can drag any symbol from the palette directly into the 

diagram.

Start Stop User 

step

System 

step

Delay Or-

split 

AND-

split

AND-

join

Sync 

step

Sub-

pro-

cess

Pub-

lish

Elements inside the modelling area:

 l The palette: includes the workflow symbols you can use to build your process dia-

gram.

 l A label with the  process version information and a link to the History window.

 l The action toolbar: lists the actions available for the current version of the process.

 l The zoom options: contains several zoom-related buttons. In addition to zoom in and 

zoom out,  you can restore the original zoom and  fit the diagram.

 l The General configuration  button.

Options available:

 l It is also possible to connect shapes: by using the lines coming out from the ports of 

the shapes and by dragging and dropping a shape into another shape or into a line. 

 l For lines, you can set a line colour (using the Shape details section) and create, drag 

and delete pivots inside the line. 
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Shapes details

When you select a shape with details in a process diagram, any properties related to the 

underlying workflow element are displayed in the shapes details area. Here you can set the 

configuration of Or-split branches, User, System and manual user steps, Delay and Sync 

steps. You can even set the colour of the lines of the diagram. 

Options available (from the menu in the tree and action toolbar)

You will find that most of the actions appear in context-sensitive menus and in the action tool-

bar: 

 

Element Options

Process options These options appear when you click the context menu of a pro-

cess folder or a process in the Process tree under Process defin-

itions. 

 l Folder options: add folder or a process and rename, delete 

and move the folder. From the Process definitions menu 

you can copy all the processes included under this folder. 
 l Process options:  add folder or a process, create a new ver-

sion,  view history, rename, copy, delete and move the pro-

cess.

Version options They appear for the current version in the Action toolbar. Options 

available: save as draft, validate, activate, park, delete version, 

print, export and import. 

 

Shape options These options appear when you right-click a shape, a line or any 

place inside the modelling area.

Manual steps options From the context menu of a folder or  step under Manual steps:

 l Folder option: add a user step.
 l Step options: add a user step, delete and rename.

Note: Additional buttons appear when opening a manual 
user step in Shape details: save and validate.
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Creating a new process

Typically, you will begin your process definition by naming your process and by choosing 

which element type(s) you will define for it. You can specify these settings in the Add pro-

cess window. This window appears automatically the first time you add a new process.

Note: It is mandatory to name the process but you can select the element type(s) 
later. 

In this window you also have the following options available:

Use as sub-process only

By selecting this checkbox, we are indicating that this process is going to be used only as 

a sub-process. In other words, there will be no elements entering the workflow for that pro-

cess unless this process is included as part of another process.

 Leave workflow status unchanged

This is normally used to avoid an invalid workflow status when you have multiple active 

processes.  

The availability of this option depends on the selected element type.  

 Master file approval

You select this checkbox when master file data has to be sent for approval for the chosen 

element type. 

The availability of this option depends on the selected element type. 

Note: Setting this option implies that you will only be able to choose approval 
screens in user steps.

To go back to these settings use the General configuration button. Note that once 

you have activated or parked your version you won’t be able to change the element 

type(s) or to edit the checkboxes.  
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Validating and activating diagram

You can always check whether a draft diagram is valid or not, by clicking the Validate button. 

Any validation errors are explained in detail.

Activating the process definition: When the diagram is complete and validated, you must 

select Activate or Park (under the action toolbar) to make the process definition active. As 

soon as you have activated a version, the process will be taken care of by the workflow sys-

tem, which will then start looking for relevant work items and startup conditions. 

Creating a new version

When you want to make changes to an existing version of a process, you have to create a 

new version using the corresponding menu option. To make a transaction enter this new 
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version of the process, you must activate the version again. This will change the status from 

Draft to Active and will create the next version of this process.

Previous versions of the process definition can be viewed in the History window.

A transaction can only be in one version at a time. You can move a transaction into another 

version via Items to follow up.

Deleting a version or a process

To delete the current version of your process use the corresponding button from the action 

toolbar. You can also delete all versions of your process using the Delete process option 

from the context menu of your process in the tree. 

Printing, importing and exporting a process version

In the action toolbar of a process version you have further options available:

 l Print: it is possible to print the diagram of any process version regardless of the status 

of the process (draft, active, parked or historical). Information about the version, the 

element type and the last time the version has been updated will appear next to the dia-

gram.

 l Export and import: you can export and import process versions as awp files. When 

you import a process, only the diagram is imported, therefore you will have to set the 

different properties: rules, actions, recipients etc. 

Note: As long as there are no validation errors, you can export any process ver-
sion regardless of the status, but you can only import awp files to draft versions.

Copying processes

You use the Copy process window to copy  workflow processes to other clients. This func-

tion is available  using the menu option for the corresponding process in the tree (for copying 

various processes, use the option available in the context menu of the Process definition 

folder). Users can only copy processes to the companies they are assigned to in the User 

master file window. 

The window usage is straightforward; you simply select the process versions of your 

interest—one version  at a time—and the clients they must be copied to.   Then, you just have 

to save. As a result, the selected processes, as well as any parallel sub-processes, will be 

copied to the new client(s).
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Note: Note that the availability of this functionality depends on the rights given to 
the client in the Menu access window.

Prerequisite: Objects must exist.

There are some objects that may be used by the workflow process which must exist in both 

clients:

• Attributes

• Attribute values

• Roles

• Users

• Resources

• Flexi-field connections.

 

Workflow rules are copied

When a process is copied to the new client, all the relevant distribution rules are copied as 

well. If you copy the same process for a second time, previously copied rules will be over-

written. The full process details and the folder structure are also copied.

Additional tasks for master file approval processes

If you copy a process for master file approval, you must manually create company specific 

instances for all the functions used in the process. Use the Master file approval setup win-

dow for this purpose.

Viewing the history of a workflow process definition

You can view the different versions of your workflow process definition in the History win-

dow. You can access this window by using the corresponding menu option (View history) for 

each process in the tree, or by clicking the link which appears in the upper left side of the mod-

elling area where the information of the current version is shown in a label.
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In the History window you can find a list with all the versions of the process with the fol-

lowing details: version number, status of the version, date of the last update, User ID, com-

ments and a button to open the required version. 

Note: Note that you can open any version of a process but you can’t edit active, 
parked or historical versions. In those cases, to edit a version of your process you 
must create a new version.
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Defining a system step

System step

A system step is a workflow task that will be processed automatically, either by a pre-defined 

Business World function or a custom component made available with Business World Cus-

tomisation Tools.

When the system step is finished, the workflow engine will pass the work item to the next 

task in the process.

System component — or function

Apart from giving the system step a name and an optional description, you need to identify 

the system component (function) that will process the task. You can also select pre-defined 

variants for those functions. 

Available components for the current element type are listed under Functions in the Usage 

section. See  System step functions, below.

Custom components: You may use Business World Customisation Tools to create spe-

cialised functions for various element types. 

Following steps in workflow map

You can use the workflow map to see a complete routing of the current work item. Selecting 

Hide subsequent steps from workflow map, the recipient will not be able to see in the work-

flow map any steps following the current one (will see a clock icon instead), until the current 

task is completed.

Specific properties

When Open customer invoice element type is selected, some specific fields appear in sys-

tem steps configuration. Those fields allow to include pre-defined texts in the reports gen-

erated by the function selected in the system step. For example, it is possible to include a 

reminder in the report generated by the Statements of account function.

You can choose from a list of predefined text types and variants according to the text you 

want to generate. These texts are defined in Texts window (CR10). You have additional 

fields available, where you can enter possible fees   and where you can set reminder levels for 

the corresponding text.
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System step functions

Functions

A system step function will run a component (a .dll) and perform some actions on basis of the 

current work item. Often, the function will start a server process, and use the work item prop-

erties as parameter values. System step function can also trigger a SOAP web service or a 

RESTful API call. To find out more about service call function, see Service call function 

setup.

Only a few element types offer pre-defined functions.

Technical reference: Predefined functions for system steps are found in the tables awfelem-

typemenu and asyselemtypemenu, where s_usage='WFR'.

Functions for Open customer invoices (CRED)

All functions for the CRED element type will start a corresponding server process, using the 

properties for the current work item (invoice line) as input parameters.

Function name Description

Collection proposal Starts the Collection proposal (CU11) server process.

Copy invoice Starts the Copy invoice (SO07) server process.

Reminder proposal Starts the Reminder proposal (CU09) server process.

Statement of accounts Starts the Statement of accounts (CU04) server process.

Write-off proposal Starts the Write-off proposal (CU16) server process.

Functions for Invoice proposal (INV)

The table below describes the available functions for the INV element type:

Function name Description

Invoice Sets the work item status (invoice line status) to I (Invoice).

Invoicing Starts  the Generate Invoice (TS02) server process.

Move from invoice proposal 

to invoice base

Will remove the current work item from the process (the pro-

cess stops).

Not to be invoiced Sets the work item status to C (Not to be invoiced).

Park Sets the work item status to P (Parked).

Postponed invoicing Sets the work item status to N (Postponed).
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Functions for Salary review (SRP)

All functions for the SRP element type will start a corresponding server process, using the 

properties for the current work item (an apntransaction row) as input parameters.

Function name Description

Salary review letter Starts the Salary review letter (PS06) server process.

Salary review printout Starts the Salary review printout (PN12) server process.

Salary review update Starts the Salary review update (PN10) server process.

Standard letter Starts the Standard letter ( PS06) server process.

Functions for Travel expenses (TIN)

The table below describes the available functions for the TIN element type:

Function name Description

Posting travel invoices
Posts travel expense using the default payment processing 

method selected for the processed travel type.

Incoming invoice (IIN)

The table below describes the available functions for the IIN element type:

Function name Description

Set invoice ready for auto-

post

Will update the po_flag value on the work item and thus make it 

acceptable by the Posting of authorised invoices (EI03) 

server process. The work item will be posted next time EI03 

runs.

Note: The system parameter EI03_AUTO_
VARIANT must identify the EI03 variant to 

Distribute evenly between all 

lines

Distribute proportionally 

between all lines

Distribute to highest value

Add to extra line

These four functions define how an invoice discrepancy amount 

can be:

- Evenly distributed on the matched order lines

- Proportionally distributed on the matched order lines

- Put on the highest matched order line

- Added to an extra line
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Miscellaneous functions

The following element types offer one function. Most of these functions will just start a cor-

responding server process on the basis of the current work item:

Element type Function Description

Assignment 

(BOOK)
Calendar item

Will create an Outlook appointment on basis of 

the assignment - for the resource and time period 

identified by the current work item.

Structure setup 

draft (STDR)

Update relations 

based on Modeler

Will run the server process with the same name, 

and thus implement the structure changes from 

the draft.

Service order 

(OS)
Work order printout

Will run the Work order printout (TS21) server pro-

cess.

Purchase invoice 

(PIN)

Posting of author-

ised invoices
Will run Posting of authorised invoices (EI03).

Personnel (RES) Standard letter Will run Standard letter (PS06).

Timesheet (TS) Close timesheets Will run Close timesheets (TS52).
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User step setup

Tab purpose

In addition to giving the user step a meaningful name and (an optional) description, you must 

always connect the step to a distribution rule group and select a window  (Usage section) and 

at least one action (Actions tab) for task completion.

If required, you can also make the task directly available as an action.

Connect to rule group

You must always connect a user step to a rule group, even if you don't need any rules to find 

a recipient. In the latter case, you will probably use an empty rule group, just to satisfy the 

formal requirement.

See Distribution of tasks for details.

Adding actions to tasks

You can add actions to items in workflow processes such as Toolbar buttons (Action tab) 

and, when the relevant conditions are met, as rows on the list of actions for an item (Action 

overview screen). Clicking on such button or action row, the relevant action window opens 

with the corresponding details on the workflow action.

Action overview panel

Action overview is the main panel used for action management in Business World. Many 

element types have support for action management. The Action overview panel appears as 

an extension to the windows we use to handle objects of these types (an object - or a record - 

is called a work item when it is included in a task).

Work items with parents or owners: A few element types, for example a customer 

invoice, belong logically to another element type, almost like "child" to a "parent" relation; a 

customer invoice always belongs to a customer.

You can add actions to both levels, but only if two conditions are in place:

 l the current work item has an owner (parent element type),

 l the screens used to handle the child and parent objects respectively, both have sup-

port for the Action overview panel.

Action overview options

The following options are only available for element types supporting action overview:
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 Action overview in parent element type

Only relevant when the current work item has a parent or an owner. The action linked to 
the current work item  will appear on the list of actions in the Action overview panel  of the 
screen used to handle the "parent" object. 

 Step available for manual use

If selected, the step can be used to create an ad-hoc action, for any record of the current 
element type. A new manual step corresponding to the current user step will then appear 
in the Process tree under the Manual user steps folder, and as an action in the action over-
view tab of the corresponding element type. See Manual user step.

Usage

In the Usage section you can define the screen the recipient will use to handle the task. The  

type of screens available depend on the selected element type.

The columns are explained below:

Column Description

Element type The corresponding element type.

Screen

The screen or window name where the task's work item will be dis-

played. 

Note: Note that some screens will not display workflow 
action buttons for some element types. The solution can 
then be to use an Action type and Action overview screen 
(below) to display the action buttons.

Action type
If the screen has support for the Action overview panel, here you 

can define the action type to be used.  

Action overview 

screen

The action window opened from the Action overview panel. It is 

automatically defaulted when selecting an action type.

Note: Action type and Action overview will be only visible for element types with 
the Action column (property) selected and with the Master file approval checkbox 
in the General configuration window deselected.
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User step actions and recipients

Workflow actions and general actions (using the Action overview panel)

Sometimes Business World does not provide a suitable screen with the ability to host action 

buttons. In these cases, you will typically select an Action type and an Action overview 

screen for task completion - if the main screen has support for the Action overview panel.

The action buttons will then appear in the selected action window (labelled Action overview 

screen) when the recipient opens the action, and one of them must be used for task com-

pletion.

See also Action management in workflow.

Workflow actions for user steps

It is mandatory to select at least one action in a user step, otherwise the user who receives 

the task will not be able to perform any action on it (complete the task).  You can choose from 

a list of actions in the Actions tab. The actions selected will be available as buttons in the 

window(s) where the user will process the task.

Actions tab in User steps

The list on the left in the Actions tab shows all available system and user defined actions. 

You select the actions the recipient can use to complete the task by adding them to the list on 

the right. For further explanation of the actions and their corresponding functionality see pre-

defined system actions and user defined (custom) actions.

Choose recipients for action

The recipients of a user step are normally identified by a distribution rule group 

(exceptions: when the routing may go back to a previous task owner - or to the process ini-

tiator, as part of an or-split).

The Inform, Forward and Distribute actions allow the task owner to involve new recipients for 

a task. Unless you explicitly select specific roles or users, the task owner can select new 

recipients from all the roles and users allowed to take part in workflow processes. 

The action ... lets the task owner select users who will ...

Inform Be just informed about the task.

Forward
Take over responsibility for completing the task. The task owner is no 

longer responsible for the task.

Distribute Share responsibility (with the task owner) for completing the task.
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In order to select specific roles or users, in the Choose recipients for action dropdown list 

select the corresponding action; then choose from the Available list the recipients you will 

enable for the task owner. You can filter by users and roles.
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User step deadlines

Actions 

When a user step is distributed, you can define certain actions to be performed based on dif-

ferent conditions and including different targets:

 l Approve automatically a task at different points in time. 

 l Notify users when a task is pending or taking too long.

 l Escalate a task.

 l Show a task as due date.

Actions and alerts: When you select an action, you will also need to specify who the target 

user (recipient of the action) must be. 

When you just want to send a reminder to the original task recipient, you must also specify 

how the reminder must go to the target user (options are Email, SMS/Text and Alert list), as 

well as, to specify the content of the reminder. This will require that you have defined a cus-

tom Alert which will be triggered when the deadline is reached. 

An Alert is handled by IntellAgent, and you use the Alert setup window (Common 

> Workflow > Alerts > Alert setup) to define alerts for workflow related events.

The Deadline setup window

You define the deadline rules in a pop-up window. Here you have an example: 
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The options available depend on the selected values.

Perform Involve Type When Time
Based 

on

Include parked 

items

Reminder

Escalate

Approve

Show as due date

User defined 

actions

User 

Supervisor 

Recipient in dis-

tribution rule

Step

Task

After 

Before

Scheduled

Running

Days

Hours

Minutes

Weeks

 

Once you have set up your deadline actions, the values are displayed in rows. The action to 

perform appears at the head of the row followed by the rest of the values in the same order as 

the fields in the deadline window. 

Set up schedules will also appear  here to indicate the next scheduled event. See Schedule 

setup. 
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Actions (Perform)

There are a few predefined action types available, where two of them require that you identify 

the target user for the action in the Involve field.

In addition, Custom actions (user defined actions) which are valid for the current element 

type, and marked as Automatic action, will be available.

The various action types are described below:

Action type Description

Reminder Notifies the original recipient or supervisor  about the task. 

Note that a Reminder action requires that you have defined an alert, valid 

for reminders and the current element type. See description of Alert setup.

Escalate Forwards the task according to the selected value in the Involve field:

 l To the supervisor, if defined. 
 l The recipient is allocated according to the current distribution rule.

Note that you can also send a notification - via a tailored alert - if you 

select the Escalate action. 

Approve Will approve the current work item, and thereby complete the task auto-

matically.

Show as due date The deadline will appear as due date in the task list.

<Custom actions> The deadline will automatically trigger the custom action, meaning that the 

task result will be either positive or negative. Further processing will occur 

according to the action result, and the task will be removed from the ori-

ginal recipient's task list. 

Target users (Involve)

You identify the target user in the Involve field. The only actions that require a target user are  

Reminder and Escalate:

 l Reminder - allows you to send an alert to the original recipient (User), or to defined 

Supervisors. 

You can also choose that the recipient will be identified according to the distribution 

rule (Recipient in distribution rule). 

A reminder does not affect the actual task processing, and must always have a valid 
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alert - defined in Alert setup.

 l Escalate - transfers the task ownership to identified Supervisors, or according to the 

escalation sequence defined for the current distribution rule (Recipient in dis-

tribution rule). In addition, you can also send an alert (an additional notification) to 

the new recipient - if such  alert is defined for the element type.

Deadline types

Deadline setup allows you to define several rules, where each rule is valid either for a Step or 

a Task:

 l The Step type refers to the task (the user step with possible sub-tasks) as a total. A 

deadline action for a Step will be performed once. If the user step has many sub-

tasks, the action will only be performed for the first sub-task that matches the deadline 

condition. 

 l The Task type refers in principle to all the tasks (sub-tasks) inside a user step. If a dis-

tribution rule defines complex routing, the action will be performed for all the sub-tasks 

(that match the deadline condition). 

When is the deadline happening

The When field offers different options, used in conjunction with other fields:

Value Description

After

Before

Uses an element type column which you identify in Based on. 

The actual deadline is set up in the Time fields (e.g. 3 Days).

This option is only available for element types with at least 

one date property set with a Delay / Deadline setup column 

(you select columns for various purposes when you define the 

element type details).

Running Refers to the moment when a user step becomes active: when a 

task has been received by the recipient. After the step is active, 

you can set a period of time for the recipient to perform the task 

(using the actions selected in theAction tab). After this period of 

time, if the task hasn’t been performed, the system will auto-

matically complete the action selected inPerform. 
The actual time deadline is set up in theTime fields. 

Task or Step: 
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Value Description

 l If the type is Task, and the user step is set up with com-

plex routing, a certain sub-task may not become active 

(be ready to be performed by the recipient) until several 

previous sub-tasks are processed.
 l With a Step deadline, however, the user step will become 

active when the first sub-task enters the step. This is use-

ful in cases where you just want the step to be active for a 

period of time, regardless of when the rest of the sub-

tasks arrive.

Scheduled The deadline action will be performed according to a sched-

uled setup. You can select a basic frequency period (per day, 

week etc.), and specify a exact time for the action. 

Schedule setup 

By selecting Schedule in When, you can set the following options:

Event Recurrence Occurrence

Daily  l Every selected number of 

days.
 l Every weekday (from 

Monday to Friday).

 l Occurs at a set time.
 l Occurs in an interval of time 

(expressed in hours or minutes) 

defined by a start and end time.

Weekly  l Recurs every selected num-

ber of week(s) on the selec-

ted day(s).

 l Occurs at a set time.
 l Occurs in an interval of time 

(expressed in hours or minutes) 

defined by a start and end time.

Monthly  l Recurs a set day per month 

and every selected number 

of month(s).
 l Recurs every first, second, 

third, fourth or last weekday, 

of every selected number of 

months.

 l Occurs at a set time.
 l Occurs in an interval of time 

(expressed in hours or minutes) 

defined by a start and end time.

Yearly  l Recurs on a set date
 l Recurs every first, second, 

 l Occurs at a set time.
 l Occurs in an interval of time 
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Event Recurrence Occurrence

third, fourth or last weekday, 

of every selected month.

(expressed in hours or minutes) 

defined by a start and end time.

The Time fields

You use Time to define when the deadline action will be performed. When selecting 

Running, these fields refers to a moment after the task became active.

The Based on field

The Based on field is only relevant if in the When field you have selected  Before or After. 

Based on will allow you to select a date property (table column for the element type, rep-

resenting a date) which must have been set with the Delay / deadline setup column in the 

Details tab  (in the Element types window). Unless you have at least one Delay / deadline 

setup column, Before and After cannot be used.

Parked items

Selecting this checkbox you indicate that the deadline action applies also for parked tasks.
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User step options

The Options tab

You can use the Options tab to define some additional rules for the user step, not covered by 

another setup. The various options are described below.

Specific properties

There are some specific setups which are only available for some element types: 

Element type Specific options

Incoming invoice

Requisition

Supplier invoice

- A new option is shown to decide whether or not to validate the 

step according to the account rule.

Travel expenses - The Process control field is shown. Possible values for this field 

are those available for the C18 PROCCTRL attribute. The chosen 

value will set the workflow routing. 

- This field can be used to decide whether or not a step is a requis-

ition on a travel. 

Note: Process control is linked to the setup of the 
Travel rules window (TTT017).

Salary review - Two available fields: Salary review status and Group type.

- The possible values for the Salary review status field are those 

available for the C17 STSTATUS attribute.

- These fields can be used to set the status of a transaction when 

it reaches a certain step in the process (based on the group type).

Users allowed to change data

When a user is allowed to change property values for the current work item, this may have an 

effect on how the task is distributed, in other words: how it would have been distributed if the 

new property values had been incorporated in a previous task, or when the work item was 

first saved.  
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If there is a possibility that there may be changes that require new processing, you can select 

what to do (Treatment if change triggers new rule).

The options are:

 l Full redistribution: The process goes back to the start and runs with the updated 

work item.

 l No new distribution: The process continues, unaffected by any changes for the cur-

rent step. 

 l Redistribution within step: The process will go back to the previous task, and will 

be distributed according to the properties of the new work item. Changes made in the 

work item may lead to a quite different distribution (going to other recipients) but may 

also cause previous recipients to get the same task once more. 

Note: In order to have the Split row action available in a user step (Action tab), 
User allowed to change data must be selected.

Approval screen settings

The Approval options sections are related to how the work item must be displayed in the 

approval window, and how the recipient must approve the current task. 

These settings are mainly relevant for transactional work item types, where the work item (for 

example, an invoice  detail) is part of a larger object (represented by the invoice header).

 Allow processing on header level 

If a recipient receives several tasks (e.g. invoice details), all parts of the same header object 
(invoice), you can allow the recipient to approve (or reject) all related tasks in one go. 

 Display entire transaction 

If selected, the recipient will see all detail rows belonging to the same header, regardless of 
the recipient. The recipient cannot approve or reject tasks belonging to other recipients. 

Note: Note that there is no data control applied to this option, and users may 
potentially see data they would normally be prevented   from seeing. 

Advanced or simple mode: The approval window will - by default - open in so-called simple 

mode, allowing the recipient to approve tasks without going into the transaction details. The 

window will have a button though, allowing the user to switch between simple and advanced 

mode.

 Advanced mode: If selected, the window will open in advanced mode, and require approval 

on a detail level (but the recipient can always switch back to the simple mode).
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 Disable simple mode: Only available when the Advanced mode is selected. If you disable 

the simple mode, it will not be possible to switch between the two modes. 

User validation on save: You may require that the approval or rejection action is confirmed 

by a password. 
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Approval options

Automatic approval

The automatic approval options of this section allows you to increase workflow efficiency in 

two special cases:

 l When the user who initiated the workflow (registered a new record - work item - or 

changed a master file record) is identified as the recipient of the current task and the 

work item hasn’t changed.

 l When the task recipient turns out to be the same user as the recipient of the previous 

task in the process.

The options are explained below:

Option Consequences when selected

Automatic approval

If the task recipient is the same as the user who initiated the cur-

rent process instance, and the work item has not changed since 

its registration, the step will be skipped and the task  set to 

approved.

Two-step approval

If the task recipient is the same as the recipient of the previous 

task,  the step will be skipped and the task set to approved.

Note: Note: Does not apply to consecutive sub-tasks.

Exclude manual approvers 

from two-step approval

Only relevant when Two-step approval is selected. If selected, 

manual approvers are excluded from two-step approval. 

Note: Selecting this option, when a user is manually 
assigned to the current task during a process instance, 
may receive the same task twice (assuming you have 
more than one recipient associated to the previous task).

Enable e-mail approval

Enabling e-mail approval allows workflow tasks to be approved 

by replying to task notification e-mails with actions and com-

ments. "E-mail approval" on the facing page for details.
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E-mail approval

This option allows you to handle workflow tasks by replying to task notification e-mails with 

(custom or user defined) actions  and comments.

How to set the E-mail approval function
Set up of e-mail approval consists of a technical configuration performed on the management 

console (see the technical guidelines for details), and a functional configuration performed on 

Business World as follows:

 1. If not already done so, define the recipient e-mail address in the User master file win-

dow.

 2. Select the Enable e-mail approval field for the relevant steps in the workflow process 

to make it possible to process tasks via e-mail.

 3. From the Alert setup window, edit the workflow alert template to include:

 l the [E-mail notification] tag in the subject field. For steps that have e-mail 

approval enabled this tag will be replaced with a token that is used to identify 

replies. For other steps this tag will be blank.

 l the [Legend] tag. This is optional but recommended. For steps that have e-mail 

approval enabled this tag will be replaced with a list of the actions possible on 

that step. For other steps this tag will be blank.

 4. Choose a document type in the Alert setup window to include documents attached to 

items on workflow in task notification e-mails. This functionality can be used inde-

pendently of e-mail approval.

 5. Optionally. to make it easier for users, you can register synonyms in the Workflow 

action synonyms window for actions that can be used when performing actions via e-

mail. These synonyms are then recognized as aliases for actions, for example OK for 

Approve and No for Reject.
How users process e-mail approval tasks

Once the workflow process runs for this task, the recipient receives an e-mail with the 

actions selected in the User step. To complete the task, the user must answer the email with 

name of the corresponding action to perform on the task and with a mandatory comment if the 

action was a negative one (with no more than 1000 characters). For example: Reject. We 

never received the invoiced goods.  

The task will then disappear from the user’s task list (unless the user had parked the task).

The workflow service will send back an email to inform the user that the task has been pro-

cessed successfully. This e-mail will contain the action performed by the user and the pos-

sible comment included.
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Note: The following actions are not available for email approval: distribute, inform 
and forward.
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Step instructions 

You can enter up to 255 characters with useful information for the task recipient.  The text will 

appear in the task's approval page.

Step options

The Step options section provides the following options.

Option Description

Hide subsequent steps from 

workflow map

Selecting this option, the recipient will not be able to see in 

the workflow map any steps following the current one, until the 

current task is completed. Relevant when the task owners of 

following tasks are determined via manual distribution and not 

via a distribution rule.

Include in single user involve-

ment check

Sometimes, although you may have several tasks in a pro-

cess (intended for different recipients), the distribution logic 

may find the same recipient for all the tasks. For example, 

when a section manager acts also as a substitute for the divi-

sion manager. To avoid this, you can make workflow check 

any other recipients involved in all the tasks (user steps) for 

the current process instance. To do so, first you have to select 

in the corresponding steps the Include in single user involve-

ment check option. Then, it is important to select one of the 

included tasks in Perform single user involvement after this 

step to start the checking process.

Note: If there is only one user, the task will be 
treated as un-handled, and be directly transferred to 
Items to follow up.

Perform single user involve-

ment after this step

Sharing       

By enabling sharing, you allow the original task recipient to hand over the task responsibility 

to a certain role - after the task is received. The task will then be available for all members of 

the selected role. Initially, the original recipient will still be considered responsible for the 

task, and will remain so until someone actively takes over responsibility for the task. 

When a role member accepts - or takes over - the task, it will no longer be available as a 

shared task (but it can be shared again by the new task owner). 
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Roles: Available roles are limited to roles enabled for task sharing, and where the recipient is 

a member.

Note: Currently, task sharing is only available via the Task list in the Task man-
agement Experience pack.
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OR-split setup

OR-splits for alternative routing

An OR-split is used to decide the workflow routing on the basis of certain conditions, either 

property values in the current work item, or an action performed in the previous step. 

A routing direction is called an OR-split branch, or simply a branch. An OR-split can have 

numerous branches.

OR-splits and distribution rules

There are many similarities between distribution via an OR-split, and distribution via the 

detailed setup in the Routing section for a distribution rule. 

When it  is required that a certain task is repeated until some criteria are met, or when you will 

send the work item directly to a system step on the basis of certain conditions for example, 

you will need an OR-split. Or if you need advanced conditions for the distribution, there are 

only available as OR-split functions in OR-splits, providing a range of advanced conditions.

Note: If you have more than one element type available for the process, you can 
select which one must be used in the Or-split.

Criteria-based or default

You can define several branches based on different criteria. Default branches are mandatory, 

as in some cases none of the defined criteria may match the current work item.

Business World provides you with two options for an OR-split branch:

 l Criteria-based, (If branch) i.e. a branch based on an action, property values on the cur-

rent work item, or functions.

 l An Else-branch, used as default when no criteria-based branches match. 

An OR-split must always have one Else branch (even if you don't actually need it).

Adding a new OR-split branch to the process diagram

By default, there are two ports on an OR-split shape to indicate a possible If or Else 

branch.To create a new branch, just drag one of the ports and connect it to the corresponding  

shape.  To set the properties of each branch, simply click the branch labels (New split criteria  

or Else) or click the lines coming out of the Or-split.
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Selecting recipient in next step

When the next task after an Or-split is a user step, the recipient can be defined by the dis-

tribution rule or by selecting recipients from previous participants in the process.

The possibilities for selecting recipients are:

 l According to rule group from next step - the recipient of the task is located accord-

ing to the distribution rule in the next user step. This is the default option when select-

ing recipients and will not have any real impact on the recipient of the next user step 

as it was going to be determined by the distribution rule either way. The process will 

disregard the distribution rule from any previous user steps.

 l Workflow initiator - the task will be received by the user who originally registered the 

transaction on workflow. This option prevails over the distribution rule in the user step. 

One example of usage is when a branch handles an initial registration error.

 l Return to last owner - the recipient is the user who was the previous owner of the 

task. This option prevails over the distribution rule in the user step. One example of 

usage is when  the previous task allowed data entry, and the branch finds that a certain 

limit is exceeded.

In this case, the Or-split branch must be connected to a previous user step, or the task 

goes to Items to follow up  (the rollback function needs to be represented graphically).

Note: Note that even though an OR-split is set up to rollback to the workflow ini-
tiator or to the last owner, the next user step, typically a correction task, must still 
be set up with a distribution rule.

In all the above cases:

 l These options are available for both branches (If and Else).

 l All of them must be connected to a user step.

The Else-branch

All OR-splits must have one, and only one, default branch; one branch in an OR-split must 

have the Else option selected. You can select recipients in the next step for an Else branch. 

Apart from that, there is no special configuration of an Else-branch.
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Criteria-based OR-split branch

Criteria based on

A criteria-based (If) branch is either based on:

 l an action from the previous step (must be a user step)

 l property values in the current work item

 l functions

Note: If required, you can use the same action for several branches. This requires 
that you also add property-based criteria to the other branches in the Split criteria 
section to differentiate them.

Defining  criteria

You use the Split criteria section to add as many criteria as you need. Here you have an 

example:
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The following options  are available:

Criteria type Description Available fields

Attribute/Relation

Allows you to select attribute or rela-

tional values. Only available for attrib-

utes with the workflow checkbox 

selected. 

Attribute

Relation

Operator

Value

Column

Used when you want to move the pro-

cess in a certain direction based on a 

column available in the element type of 

the transaction. Only available for 

columns with the OR-split checkbox 

selected for that element type in the 

Details tab  (in the Element types win-

dow)

Name

Aggregate

Operator

Value

Function

Used when you want to select functions 

associated to the element type to set up 

the criteria (functions for the cor-

responding element type must be 

enabled). See OR-split functions for 

details.

Function

Operator

Value

Based on action 

in previous step

Here you can choose as split criteria 
between any of the actions, either user 
or   system defined, selected in the pre-
vious user step. 

It is not possible to add a split criteria 
based on actions if more that one user 
steps are placed immediately before an 
Or-split shape.  

You will always find one action avail-
able, Auto approved. See automatic 
approval.

Action 

Some of the following values 

may be available for selection 

in the action field: 

Auto approved

Approve

Reject

Accept

Task complete

Receive goods

Manual user defined actions
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Criteria type Description Available fields

Master file - new

Only available for element types defined 

as master file and with the Master file 

approval checkbox selected.

 

Master file - 

approval

Only available for element types defined 

as master file and with the Master file 

approval checkbox selected.

 

All types require that you construct criteria that can be evaluated to true or false (the excep-

tion is the Auto approve action). With more than one criteria, the branch will only be selected 

if all the criteria are true.

Note: If you have more than one element type available, it is possible to select the 
element type for which you are going to set up the split criteria. Note that some ele-
ment types may not have split criteria available.
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OR-split functions

Function result

An OR-split function is a component which performs certain operations on a work item - and 

possibly related work items for transactional element types - and produces a result that you 

can use in an OR-split criterion. 

You need to know the result type to set up the criterion correctly.

Technical reference: All the available functions are available in the table asyswfblmethods, 

where the return type is indicated in the data_type column:

b = boolean (true or false, same as 1 or 0),

d = number (double),

s = string.

Custom components: You can use ACT to create tailored components for all element 

types. The details are described in the Customisation Tools reference manual.

Functions for Incoming invoice

The following functions are available for Incoming invoice (IIN):

Name Description

Contract invoice
Returns true  if all incoming invoices are linked to a contract and 

routes them onwards in the workflow process.

Credit note Returns true if the incoming invoice is a credit note.

Discrepancy

Returns true if there is a discrepancy  in the invoiced amount, invoiced 

quantity or tax regarding purchase order. The invoice is subsequently 

routed onwards in the workflow process.

Discrepancy amount

When invoices are imported through EI02 Import of invoices and 

matched in the IMS (Invoice matching service), normal GL lines are 

generated based on the goods received numbers for the current pur-

chase order. The differences between the actual invoice and the sum 

of the generated GL lines end up on a special GL line, often referred to 

as the discrepancy line. This function returns the amount on the dis-

crepancy line and can be used to decide whether an invoice must be 
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Name Description

automatically posted or sent for approval for manual matching. This is 

only valid for summary invoices and is also depending on how the 

workflow process is modelled.

Extra invoice lines

Relevant for Purchase orders. Returns true if the invoice (all detail 

lines) contains more lines than the purchase order (if such an order 

exists). The invoices are subsequently routed onwards in the work-

flow process. Note that extra lines need to be identified by entering a 

minus sign (-) before the line number.

Extra order lines

Relevant for Purchase orders. Returns true if the supplier's order con-

firmation contains more lines than the purchase order. Additional lines 

are identified in the apodetail.flag with value E. This function identifies 

those lines and routes them onwards in the workflow process.

Funds check

Returns true if calculated spending, including the amount on current 

work item, exceeds the budget (false otherwise). Funds checking is 

part of Commitment accounting, and the Funds check function is only 

of interest if you have a relevant commitment setup.

Invoice control is 

exceeded

Returns true if invoice control is exceeded (Quantity delivered, 

Amount ordered, Amount delivered) according to invoice control 

setup. This check is run against each order line.

Missing goods 

received
Returns true if there are missing goods.

Overrun amount

Checks the current invoice amount against the  amount set up in the 

Value function. Use this function to allow invoices with small 

amounts to run more smoothly through the approval system without 

manual interaction, or to force large discrepancies on workflow.

Purchase invoice
Returns true if all invoices contain purchase order numbers and 

routes them onwards in the workflow process.

Supplier invoices
Returns true if all invoices are standalone and routes them onwards in 

the workflow process.

Total invoice amount
Returns the aggregated amount for all detail lines related to the same 

header.

Functions for Goods received

There are three functions for Goods received (GRN):
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Name Description

Added row in receipt, send all 

rows to workflow

Returns true  if a row has been added in the Goods receipt 

window, all received rows will then be sent to workflow.

Additional row(s) added in 

goods receipt

Returns true  if row(s) have been added in the Goods receipt 

window and gives you the possibility to route these additional 

lines. 

Stocked Returns true  if the received item is stocked.

Functions for Missing goods received

There are three functions for Missing goods received (MGRN):

Name Description

Credit note Returns true  if the current work item belongs to a credit note.

Difference between qty. 

invoiced and received

Returns true as long as the invoiced quantity is different from 

the received quantity.

Invoice qty. fully received Returns true  if the complete invoice quantity is received.

Functions for Purchase invoice

The following functions are available for Purchase invoice (PIN):

Name Description

Credit note Returns true if the current work item is a credit note.

Discrepancy

Returns true if there is a discrepancy in the invoiced amount, 

invoiced quantity or tax regarding the purchase order. The 

invoice is subsequently routed onwards in the workflow pro-

cess.

Exceeds max overrun 

amount

Returns true if the invoice amount exceeds the value of the EI_

MAX_OVERRUN_AMT parameter.

Exceeds max post amount
Returns true if the invoice amount exceeds the value of the EI_

MAX_POST_AMT parameter.

Exceeds overrun pct amount 

delivered

Returns true if the invoice amount exceeds the invoice control 

Amount delivered value.

Exceeds overrun qty 

delivered

Returns true if the invoice amount exceeds the invoice control 

Quantity delivered value.

Exceeds overrun percentage 

of amount ordered

Returns true if the invoice amount exceeds the invoice control 

Amount ordered value.

Extra invoice line(s) Returns true if the invoice (all detail lines) contains more lines 
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Name Description

than the purchase order (if such an order exists). The invoices 

are subsequently routed onwards in the workflow process. 

Note that extra lines need to be identified by entering a minus 

sign (-) before the line number.

Extra order line(s)

Returns true if the supplier's order confirmation contains more 

lines than the purchase order. Additional lines are identified in 

the apodetail.flag with value E. This function identifies those 

lines and routes them onwards in the workflow process.

Full match
Returns true if the invoice fully matches the order (there are no 

differences).

Less than minimum approval 

amount

Returns true if the invoice amount is lower than the value of the 

EI_MIN_APPR_AMT parameter.

Missing goods received

Returns true if the goods are received. If the goods are not 

received, the function is activated and the invoice is sent to 

missing goods received.

Ready for posting Returns true if the transaction is ready for posting.

Functions for Order confirmation

There are two functions for Order confirmation (OC):

Name Description

Order line changed

Returns true  if the line being processed in workflow has changes.  

The result is that only the lines with changes will be processed by 

workflow. 

Order changed

Returns true if any of the lines being processed in workflow has 

changes. As a result, with just one line presenting changes, all the 

lines will be processed by workflow.

Miscellaneous functions

The following element types provide one function:

Element 

type

Function 

name 
Description

Assignment 

(BOOK)
Calendar item Not to be used. Will be removed.

Commitment Funds check Returns true if calculated spending, including the 
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Element 

type

Function 

name 
Description

(COMM)

amount on current work item, will exceed the budget 

(false otherwise). 

Funds checking is part of Commitment accounting, and 

the Funds check function is only of interest if you have a 

relevant commitment setup.

GL trans-

action (GL)
Funds check As above.

Purchase 

order (PO)
Funds check As above.

Report file 

(REP)

Report has com-

ments
Return true if current work item has comments.

Requisition 

(REQ)
Funds check As above.

Travel 

expenses 

(TIN)

Funds check As above.

Timesheet 

(TS)

Timesheet con-

dition

Returns the name of the screen where the Timesheet 

was entered. The idea is that a rejected timesheet can 

be passed back to the workflow initiator - and the correct 

screen. Possible return values are: 

TTS025, 

TTS026, 

TTS054.

Service call related function

Element type Function name Description

All element types with 

service call set up

Successful HTTP 

response

Returns true if service call was successful, 

otherwise returns false. For more inform-

ation, see Successful HTTP response OR-

split function.
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Delay setup

Delay until conditions are met

A delay is usually inserted in a process definition, with the intention to reserve the process for 

work items that fulfil certain criteria. You also have the possibility of defining an additional 

delay before work items move to the next task and of setting how often delay conditions must 

be checked. 

Note: If you have more than one element type available, it is possible to select 
which element type you are going to set up the delay criteria for. Note that some 
element types may not have criteria available.

You define the criteria - as many as you need - on the basis of property values of the work 

item:

Criteria type Description Possible fields

Attribute/Relation Here you can either select a value for an attrib-

ute property (no relation) or a value for a spe-

cific attribute which is related to an attribute 

value of the work item. Note that relational val-

ues may change over time. See Dates on rela-

tions for more details. Only available for 

attributes with the workflow checkbox selec-

ted. 

Attribute

Relation

Operator

Value

Column Used when you want to move the process in a 

certain direction based on a column available 

in the element type. Available columns are 

selected in the Element type detailswindow, in 

theDetailstab, under theDelay / deadline setup 

column.

Name

Operator

Value

Time You can specify before or after intervals for a 

DateTimeproperty (which must have been 

selected in theDetailstab).

Value

Time type

Based on 

Additional delay

When required, you can specify a time delay, either as an addition to a set of conditions, or as 

a general delay for all work items matching the criteria.
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An additional delay simply means that the process will not continue to the next task until a 

certain time period has elapsed.

Delay check interval

You use the Minutes field to tell workflow how often it must check the database for records 

that meet the conditions. Setting this option, work items – matching the criteria – will have to 

wait to enter the process until the check function is performed.

Note: The default value in Delay check interval is 360. Any value you enter below 
1 will always take 360 minutes in code.

New items only

You can choose to set up the delay for New items only  (i.e. new work items only), or for all 

items.

When this option is selected, the system will only check delay conditions in new records 

(work items) saved after the process has been activated for the first time.

As soon as an item has been processed once, it will no longer be new, and therefore not be 

included the next time workflow checks the delay condition. 

Consequences: If you, for example, activate a new process where you have an initial delay 

reserving the process for customers belonging only to a certain group , and where New items 

only is checked, the process will not be valid for the existing customers in this group. 

If you don't check New items only, all records (of the relevant element type) in the database 

are potentially able to meet the delay conditions the first time they are checked. After that 

however, only new items will be valid for the process.

General rule: 

Note: A certain work item (record) can only match a delay condition once. When 
an item is processed, it can never be included in a new process instance based on 
the same definition.
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Items to follow up (mainly un-handled tasks)

When distribution fails

When the defined distribution logic for a user step fails to identify a valid recipient, the task is 

taken out of the defined workflow process and marked as un-handled.

An un-handled task will only be made available for a defined administrator - or administrator 

group, with access to the Items to follow upwindow. The task - and process instance - will 

still be alive.

Two task types

When you first open Items to follow up, you get an overview - per element type - of both

 l un-handled tasks, as well as 

 l active tasks awaiting processing by an identified task owner.

  (un-handled)) (pending)

 Zoom Element type Items to follow up Active items

 Incoming invoice 1 3

 Requisition  5

When you select an element type to get more details (Zoom) , you get exactly the same 

options to handle the task, regardless of task type (un-handled or pending). 

Items to follow up - the tab

You get access to the details about the un-finished tasks, as well as all options, on the Items 

to follow up tab. 

 Zoom Map Items to follow up  Task owner

      

   

   

 

Display columns: If you want to display element type specific data, you must use the Item 

details column in the Element type detailstab (in theElement typeswindow). Selected ele-

ment type columns will appear afterTask owner.
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Options

The following options are available for each un-finished task:

 l Analyse the process instance: Take a look at the process instance details leading 

up to the current task. 

 l Forward the task to one or more new recipient(s).

 l Reset process flow (Redistribute workflow). You can either resume the complete 

process (as if it was just instantiated, or just the un-finished step. 

 l Stop the process.

The various options are described below.

Analyse the process instance

The Map button gives you access to details (graphical map and various status 

information) about the process instance - so far. The map will also show the "ideal" way of 

process continuation, i.e.  the workflow diagram if all subsequent user actions were positive. 

You can click on any previous tasks in the map to get details about 

 l any changes made on the work item properties.

 l any comments entered by previous task owners.

Forward the task

The Zoom button will open the Manual distribution tab, where you can add new recipients 

to the current, un-finished, task. The intention is simply to connect people who will process 

the task within a reasonable time frame. 

Reset process (redistribute)

 Note that the Redistribute workflow command only works when you first have selected one 

or more tasks - using the check-box column.

You can  reset the process in three ways:

 l Start the process again, from the beginning (the first task). A new process instance 

will be created, as if the original instantiation criteria appeared. The process map, how-

ever, will give you all the historic tasks, and where redistribution took place. All pre-

viously completed tasks must be processed again.
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 l Start the task (user step) instance again. This option will create a new instance of the 

un-finished task, and re-evaluate the distribution logic . Any previously completed sub-

tasks must be processed again.

 l Start according to a new version of the process definition. This alternative is only rel-

evant if there actually is a newer version of the process definition. If so, however, the 

new definition will be instantiated, with the original work item.

Stop the process

Note that the two commands Deactivate workflow and Delete workflow only works when 

you first have selected one or more tasks - using the check-box column.

Deactivate workflow: when you deactivate workflow, the process instance will be killed, and 

only historical data will be available. Any further processing is stopped.

Delete workflow: When you delete a workflow, you remove all traces of the process instance. 

No historical records will be kept.
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Grouping of tasks

Transactional element types and workflow

When a user works with transactional element types, he or she will normally handle several 

related transactions simultaneously: The user works with an invoice to a specific customer, 

but it is the various invoice lines that are the real transactions, and which will be the work 

items when the invoice is saved and sent on workflow.

A detailed transaction belongs (usually) to a greater entity, a header entity, as an invoice line 

belongs to an invoice, and all screens in Business World are designed in such a way that we 

handle the composite object as a whole. 

Illustration: The user works with the whole object (A). Each line will be saved as a single 

transaction (A1 - A5) and instantiate a new workflow process instance.

There may be a large amount of simultaneous processes running, and a single workflow user 

may therefore be assigned a large amount of single tasks. Some form of grouping is required.

Predefined grouping per logical header (technical)

Business World uses entries in the asysvalues table to set up a logical grouping of tasks. All 

these entries have the name WF_GROUPING. 

The grouping is based on table columns from the topmost table in the element type definition, 

columns often used as foreign keys to the header table. 

This basic grouping setup defines:

 l The outer limits for aggregation. Aggregation (of amounts) is only possible for work 

items belonging to the same header.

 l How the system must count the number of tasks assigned to a recipient. 
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Example: All invoice types use acrtrans as the topmost table, and have a grouping based on 

client and voucher_no, where voucher_no identifies the header object (invoice).:

 Description1 Description2 ... Name

1 acrtrans client, voucher_no  WF_GROUPING
.. ... ... ... ...
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Grouping tasks in the task list

Per default, Business WorldWorkflow will group all single tasks - as they will appear for a 

task recipient - according to the properties selected forTask listfor the current element type in 

theElement type detailstab (in theElement typeswindow), and present them as one line in 

the recipient's task list.

Example: For the Incoming invoice element type, voucher_no is selected as the sole prop-

erty in Task list, and a recipient of tasks for incoming invoices, will therefore find one task 

(line) per invoice in the task list. Every task will be identified with the name given to the user 

step in the process definition, for example Invoice approval, as well as the value of voucher_

no (TransNo when displayed).

You can modify the grouping by adding entries to the WF_TASKLIST system setup value.

Use WF_TASKLIST for task list configuration

WF_TASKLIST is a parameter (system setup value) which uses two elements for grouping:

 l The Id of the screen used to handle (approve, modify etc) the work items. Some ele-

ment types, for example the various invoice types, uses the same screens for similar 

tasks, and an entry in WF_TASKLIST may therefore affect several element types.

 l The element type properties selected for Task listdisplay in theElement type 

detailstab (in theElement typeswindow).

When you identify a screen in a WF_TASKLIST entry, you will indirectly identify both the 

affected element types, as well as the relevant task types. The settings will then be valid for 

all tasks of a certain type, for all element types using the selected screen.

WF_TASKLIST example

Below, we show two entries for WF_TASKLIST:

 Name Pos Text 1 Number 1 Text 2 ...

?       

1 WF_TASKLIST 1 TTS080 0 reg_period  

2 WF_TASKLIST 2 TF1004 0   
       

Comments: Text 1 identifies the screen (and indirectly element types and task type), while 

Text 2 lists the columns that must be used as grouping criteria in the task list. 
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The first entry relates to the Timesheets element type and Timesheet approval, while the 

second entry relates to invoices (all element types for invoices) and invoice approval. 

As we see, we have listed no columns in Text 2 for TF1004, meaning that all tasks that will 

use this screen (Invoice approval) for task completion, will be grouped by task name only - 

regardless of Task list columns selected for the element type.

The task list may look like this:
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Service call function setup

Introduction

The Service call function setup window is designed to enhance Business World func-

tionality with the use of internal  SOAP web services and RESTful APIs directly from work-

flow. It enables users to define operations and parameters that a workflow system step will 

use when sending requests to web services and APIs. This way, service calls can be per-

formed from different element types, e.g. a transaction of a specific type can be created 

based on data included in a form.

So far, if a simple form was created to enter invoices from a supplier, the only values a non-

functional end user would know about, would be the values entered on the invoice. They 

would still miss information on accounting periods, etc. This created an additional require-

ment for another employee (in this case, an accountant) to enter the invoice manually in the 

Registration of incoming invoices window. This step is unnecessary, as the required data 

is already there, and the remaining part can be filled in while approving the invoice.

The Service call function setup window is designed to enable using such services and to 

create an entry point for data, while a form is being filled in. The functionality allows a con-

sultant to map entry point’s parameters (SOAP web service or RESTful web service) to the 

columns defined in the Element type tables. The general concept is as follows:

   

  Form   Example Form table       

        
Service call 

function 

setup

(mapping)

 
Web service

 

 

 

  
Form table

  column1 column2 column3 column4   

       

            

            

                

                

   

For the above solution to work, proper mapping definition between Element type tables and 

internal web service needs to be defined. The last step is adding a web service call to the 
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workflow process for the specified element type. The step-by-step process is described 

below.
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Defining parameters

Set common parameters

In order to be able to work with the Service call function setup window, you need to define 

two common parameters. These parameters allow for getting definitions of the corresponding 

web services and their operations. The parameters are:

 l WEBSERVICES_URL - defines the location of the Service.svc file for SOAP 

Web Services.

 l REST_API_URL - defines a link to OpenAPI Specification file for REST API Web Ser-

vices.

To create the parameters:

 1. In the menu, go to System administration > System setup > System parameters. 

Click Common parameters.

 2. Click the Add button.

 3. Enter information required for your parameter.

 4. In the Value field, enter the following:

 l For SOAP services - the path to the Service.svc file. The file is used with 

Windows Communication Foundation (WCF) services hosted in Internet Inform-

ation Services (IIS). It needs to be created in the application directory. Inform-

ation on how to create the .svc file can be found on third-party websites.

 l For REST services - the link to the OpenAPI Specification JSON file.

Creating those two parameters enables you to select the Type of service you want to call dur-

ing further setup in the Service call function setup window. Options are:

 l SOAP - retrieves services defined by the WEBSERVICES_URL parameter.

 l REST - retrieves services defined by the REST_API_URL parameter.
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Setting up a service call

Working in the Service call function setup window

Once you defined the common parameters for your SOAP and REST API, you can start set-

ting up the service call function. This way, you are able to configure the actual service call 

you need performed after the workflow enters appropriate system step. The functionality is 

based on the A29 SERVICE.CALL attribute.

 1. In the menu, go to Common > Workflow > Fixed registers, and click Service call 

function setup.

 2. Click New and start configuring your call. Enter the Setup code and description. In 

order to use the new service call in workflow, the Status needs to be set to Active.

 3. Having defined the common parameters, you can now indicate the Type of service. 

Select SOAP or REST accordingly.

 4. Depending on your choice, the list of available services is displayed once you press 

space. The services on the list reflect what has been defined in the Service.svc file 

(for SOAP services) or the OpenAPI Specification file (for REST services).

 5. Click the Get service description button to access the list of operations available for 

the service you selected. The Operation drop-down becomes active. Select the oper-

ation for your call.

Note: For REST APIs, the type of operation is also indicated (POST, GET, 
PUT, PATCH, DELETE) along with a short description of what the oper-
ations actually do.

 6. Now you need to decide, how you want your calls handled. Two options are available:

 l Separate calls for each item in workflow group - each workflow item trig-

gers call of a web service immediately after it enters the system step.

Example 1:

Let's assume an employee registers travel expenses for parking, food and hotel 

in the Travel expenses window. Once they save, the task enters the next step 

in workflow, which is manager's approval. The manager opens the request in 

the Travel expenses approval window and decides to enter Advanced mode 

to approve only hotel and parking expenses, putting the remaining food 

expense on hold. Each expense type is an item in the expenses workflow group 

according to workflow logic. This means that Separate calls for each item in 
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workflow group option triggers two separate calls - one for the hotel expense 

and the other for parking expense. These move forward in workflow according 

to the map, while for the food expense, another call will be triggered, once it 

gets approved.

Example 2:

A more complicated example, including the use of grouping functionality, could 

be as follows: we want to update a customer's existing  invoice address or 

insert a new one. We will use the Customer element type in our service call. 

The element type has two related tables: acuheader and agladdress:

acuheader  agladdress

CUST_1

 CUST_1 - address 1

CUST_1 - address 2

 CUST_1 - address 3

One acuheader table entry (CUST_1) can have multiple addresses assigned. 

To be able to call the Addresses web service using the Separate calls for 

each item in workflow group option, we would need to have the main table 

row multiplied. In our example, however, we want to update one of the 

addresses or insert an additional address of a particular, existing type. This 

would be impossible to do using this setup. We can, however, indicate that we 

want the agladdress table treated as the main row. To do this, we need to set 

the table name to agladdress for root parameter of a complex type:

Name Cardinality Data type Table name 
(Grouping)

customerObjectList 0..1 Complex agladdress

 CustomerObject 0..* Complex  

  AddressList 0..1 Complex  

   AddressUnitType 0..* Complex  

    AddressID 1..1 Long  

The system will then iterate by each subsidiary item of the root parameter and 

perform that many individual calls. This way, using PATCH and 
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DELETE operations (in case of RESTful APIs), we are able to achieve expec-

ted results.

 l Single call for all items in workflow group - if there are items in the group 

that haven't passed through the system step, the system marks the processed 

item as passed through system step and proceeds to the next step. When all 

remaining items go through the system step, a single service call is triggered on 

behalf of all items in the workflow group.

Note: If a workflow item is deleted while in workflow (during approval 
or correction) and all other workflow items already passed through 
the system step, a single service call is triggered on behalf of all 
remaining items in the workflow group.

Example: 

We have entered an invoice with two transaction lines:

agltrans

TRANSLINE_1

TRANSLINE_2

After save, there will be as many executions of the GL process, as many lines 

are entered. Having the Single call for all items in workflow group option 

set up, we would like to call our service only once. If parameters for the service 

we are calling allow to enter more than one object of specified type, we are able 

to send all rows via this service at once. We need to specify, however, that we 

are grouping this exact complex parameter via the agltrans table, by putting the 

name of the table in the Table name field for the appropriate parameter. To find 

out more about the grouping functionality, see Using grouping functionality.

 7. If authentication is required, enter a unique name of the service account in the Service 

account field. This only applies to REST services.

Note: To find out more about authentication, read the chapter on web ser-
vice accounts in the System administration Reference manual.

 8. Select the element types you want your service call triggered for.
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Working with element types

Defining element type mappings

The next step is to define mapping for element types and their associated parameters. Ele-

ment type is a transfer list that enables you to select on which workflow process types you 

can use your setup. New mapping of parameters needs to be defined for each selected ele-

ment type.

In the Service call function setup window, you begin your work with element types by trans-

ferring them from the Available section to the Selected section. You then proceed to define 

the mappings on the Element type mapping tab. The tab becomes active only after you 

select at least one element type for your setup.

Note: Transferring the element types back from Selected to Available removes all 
mappings from the setup. Caution is advised when doing that, especially if the 
setup is already used in a workflow process.

The main part of the tab is the Parameters mapping table. It contains columns allowing you to 

define mapping between service request object properties and selected element type table 

columns.

In order to understand the way mappings are defined, it is important to know what you can set 

in particular columns of the table:

 l Name - names of parameters available for the selected element type. For REST API, 

there is a virtual name created to differentiate complex type Array that stores multiple 

objects of different types. As JSON arrays start and end with square brackets [], 

these are added at the end of such name, e.g. \patch[].

 l Path - nesting level for the parameter. It reflects the structure, hierarchy and parent-

child relations for it.

 l Cardinality - the number of allowed occurrences for a given parameter. A 0..1 value 

means that the minimum number of occurrences equals zero, and maximum equals 

one.

 o 0..1 - optional parameter; minimum number of occurrences equals zero, and 

maximum equals one. The parameter can be removed.

 o 1..1 - mandatory parameter; both minimum and maximum number of occur-

rences is one, which means the parameter cannot be removed.
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 o 0..* - optional list.

 o 1..* - mandatory list

 o 0..n
 o 1..n
 o n..m

 l Data type - type of object representing the parameter. Possible values are: Boolean, 

DateTime, Float, Int, Long, Money, String. All other types defined in services are 

marked as Complex.

 l Table name - column listing all tables belonging to the current element type. You can 

indicate which table the parameter value will be taken from. If you leave this field 

blank, you will be able to enter a static value for the parameter in the Value field.

Note: For complex parameters, entering a table name in this column activ-
ates the grouping functionality for those parameters. For more information, 
see Using grouping functionality. Also note that in case of SOAP web ser-
vices, the values in the Table name field for the root element need to be the 
same.

 l Value - value to be assigned to a parameter. Only non-complex parameters can be 

assigned a value.

 o If a table is selected, this field contains all columns connected to the given ele-

ment type for the selected table - the parameter gets its value from the selected 

column.

 o If there is no table selected, you can enter your parameter value manually.

Note: Please note that if there are many rows in the selected table belong-
ing to the element type processed, the system will iterate  these rows and 
generate multiple instances of the parameter. This will happen as soon as 
cardinality rules are met. For more information see Using grouping func-
tionality.

For complex REST API parameters, you can enter any JSON object in the Value 

area. To find out more, see Handling REST API PATCH operations.

 l Filter - enabled only for the Complex parameter type. It allows for filtering operation 

data queried from the database while preparing a request in the workflow process. It 

basically means that you can limit rows being iterated for a given complex parameter 
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by entering certain filtering criteria. The criteria must comply with the syntax of an 

SQL WHERE clause.

What can be included in the filter:

 l Column names - if a column name contains any of these special characters: ~ ( ) 

# \ / = > < + - * % & | ^ ' " [ ], you must put the column name in 

square brackets [ ]. If a column name contains a right bracket ] or a backslash \, 

escape it with a backslash (\] or \\).

Example: Example: [column#name] = 10; column_name = 10

 l Literals

 o String values - enclosed in single quotes ' '. If the string contains a single 

quote character ', the quote must be doubled.

 o Numeric values - not enclosed in any characters.

 o Date values - enclosed in hash symbols # #.

Example: Example:
String: column = 'Some value'; column = 'Some "extra" value'
Numeric: column = 110; column = 115.9
Date: date = #2017-01-01#; date = #31.12.2015 11:30:20#

 l Comparison operators

 o equal: =

 o not equal: <>

 o less than: <

 o less than or equal: <=

 o greater than: >

 o greater than or equal: >=

 o IN - used to include only the values from an indicated list of items. You can use 

this operator for all data types, such as numbers or strings.

 o LIKE - only values matching patterns with wildcards are included. A wildcard 

character is a * or % character. The pattern can start with it: *value, end with 

it: value*, or both: *value*. Placing wildcards within a pattern is not 

allowed.
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Example: Example:
IN: id IN (1,3); name IN ('Adam', 'Anna')
LIKE: name LIKE 'a*'; name LIKE '%an%'; name NOT LIKE 'a*'

Note: Note: If a pattern in a LIKE clause contains these special characters: * % 
[ ], they need to be escaped using brackets [ ], like this: [*], [%], [[] or 
[]].

 l Boolean operators - AND, OR and NOT are used to concatenate expressions. NOT has 

precedence over the AND operator and OR operator.

Example: Example: name = 'Adam' AND (age < 20 OR age > 60); NOT name 
= 'Adam' AND NOT IN (5,6)

 l Arithmetic and string operators

 o addition: +

 o subtraction: -

 o multiplication: *

 o division: /

 o modulus: %

Example: Example: gross - net > 0

 l Aggregate functions

 o SUM

 o COUNT

 o MIN

 o MAX

 o AVG (average)

 o STDEV (statistical standard deviation)

 o VAR (statistical variance)

Example: Example: amount > AVG(amount); sequence_no > COUNT
(amount > 0)
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Using the grouping functionality

Indicating a table name for Complex type parameters activates the grouping functionality for 
all subsidiary members of the complex parameter. That means the system will iterate all 
rows in the indicated table belonging to an element type and generate parameter values for 
each subsidiary set of members.

In our example, let's assume the following:

 l there are three lines in the agladdress table for the element type being processed;

 l grouping functionality is on for the Address complex parameter (table name indicated 

in red);

 l we have the following setup:

Name Cardinality Data type
Table name 
(Grouping)

Value 
(Column)

Customer 1..1 Complex   

 Address 1..* Complex agladdress  

 Telephone 0..* String agladdress telephone_1

The case described above would result in the following API request:

<customer>

   <address>

     <telephone>22 73 57 67</telephone>

   </address>

   <address>

     <telephone>12 34 56 78</telephone>

   </address>

   <address>

     <telephone>98 76 54 32</telephone>

   </address>

</customer>

However, having the following setup, with grouping functionality off (no table name for any 

complex parameter):

Name Cardinality Data type
Table name 
(Grouping)

Value 
(Column)

Customer 1..1 Complex   
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Name Cardinality Data type
Table name 
(Grouping)

Value 
(Column)

 Address 1..* Complex  

 Telephone 0..* String agladdress telephone_1

would result in the following API request:

<customer>

   <address>

     <telephone>22 73 57 67</telephone>

     <telephone>12 34 56 78</telephone>

     <telephone>98 76 54 32</telephone>

   </address>

</customer>

Note: When using the grouping functionality, additional steps might be required to 
achieve expected results. In order to go from child element type table (set as the 
grouping table) to parent element type table (the one that contains data to be 
mapped), you need to define a table join between element type tables (particularly 
flexi field tables) using the Data model (JD06) window in Desktop. Otherwise, 
going only from parent element type table (the grouping one) to child element type 
table (the one that contains data to be mapped) is possible.

Applying filters

In our example, we deal with a SOAP API call. Let's assume the following:

 l we are processing the Customer element type with three (or more) addresses of dif-

ferent types in the master file;

 l we are willing to limit them only to General (address_type=1) and Delivery (address_

type=2) addresses;

 l Grouping functionality is on;

 l we have the following setup:
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Name
Car-
dinality

Data 
type

Table 
name 
(Group-
ing)

Value 
(Colum-
n)

Filter

UpdateCustomer 1..1 Com-

plex

   

CustomerUNITType 1..1 Com-

plex

   

 CustomerID 0..1 String acu-

header

apar_id  

CustomerName 0..1 String acu-

header

apar_

name

 

 CustomerGroupID

                    

0..1 String  1  

TaxSystem 0..1 String  EU  

FixedTaxSystem 1..1 Boole-

an

 false  

Address 1..* Com-

plex

aglad-

dress

 aglad-

dress.address_

type IN (1,2)

 Street 1..1 String aglad-

dress

address  

 Phone 1..1 String aglad-

dress

tele-

phone_

1

 

 City 1..1 String aglad-

dress

place  

 Company 0..1 String acu-

header

client  

In the above table, you can see the filter we need to apply in the SQL filter column, marked in 

red.

The case described would result in an API request similar to the one below:

<UpdateCustomer>

   <customerUnitType>
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     <CustomerID>1000</CustomerID>

     <CustomerName>Example Company</CustomerName>

     <CustomerGroupID>1</CustomerGroupID>

     <TaxSystem>EU</TaxSystem>

     <FixedTaxSystem>false</FixedTaxSystem>

       <Address>

         <Street>the General Address Street 1234</Street>

         <Phone>23 45 67 89</Phone>

         <City>London</City>

       </Address>

       <Address>

         <Street>the Delivery Address Street 3456</Street>

         <Phone>12 34 56 78</Phone>

         <City>Paris</City>

       </Address>

       <Address>

         <Street>the Delivery Address Street 9876</Street>

         <Phone>98 76 54 32</Phone>

         <City>New York</City>

       </Address>

     <Company>ABC</Company>

   </customerUnitType>

</UpdateCustomer>

We can also do the setup as follows (with additional instance of Address parameter and 

grouping on):

Name
Car-
dinality

Data 
type

Table 
name 
(Group-
ing)

Value 
(Colum-
n)

Filter

UpdateCustomer 1..1 Com-

plex

   

CustomerUNITType 1..1 Com-

plex
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Name
Car-
dinality

Data 
type

Table 
name 
(Group-
ing)

Value 
(Colum-
n)

Filter

 CustomerID 0..1 String acu-

header

apar_id  

CustomerName 0..1 String acu-

header

apar_

name

 

 CustomerGroupID

                     

0..1 String  1  

TaxSystem 0..1 String  EU  

FixedTaxSystem 1..1 Boole-

an

 false  

Address 1..* Com-

plex

aglad-

dress

 aglad-

dress.address_

type='1'

 Street 1..1 String aglad-

dress

address  

 Phone 1..1 String aglad-

dress

tele-

phone_

1

 

 City 1..1 String aglad-

dress

place  

 Address 1..* Com-

plex

aglad-

dress

 aglad-

dress.address_

type='2'

 Street 1..1 String aglad-

dress

address  

 Phone 1..1 String aglad-

dress

tele-

phone_

1

 

 City 1..1 String aglad-

dress

place  

 Company 0..1 String acu-

header

client  
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Assuming that we have the same data in the element type, the resulting request will be the 

same as above.

Inserting parameters

It is possible to insert additional parameters to the existing Parameters mapping table. They 

can be added using the Insert parameters dialogue available after you press the Insert but-

ton for a complex type parameter. The dialogue shows a list of items you can add to the map 

in context of currently selected row. Only parameters being immediate children of the cur-

rently marked one are displayed in the dialogue, and these could be both complex and simple.

 1. Enter the name of the parameter you want to filter the results by.

 2. Press the Filter button.

 3. Select the parameters you want to insert from the list available and move them to the 

Selected area.

 4. Click the Insert button to add the selected parameters to the active row.

Handling REST API PATCH operations

The Insert parameters dialogue works a bit differently in case of complex REST API para-

meters having no specification of child object. After selecting such parameter and clicking 

Insert, the dialogue box allows you to enter mapping for such object in the Value area.

The functionality utilizes the JSON PATCH operation. It allows you to update a JSON doc-

ument without the need to resend the whole document, if only its part has changed. The main 

operations include:

 l Add - for adding values to objects or inserting them into arrays.

 l Remove - for removing values from an object or array.

 l Replace - for replacing values.

 l Copy - for copying values within a JSON document.

 l Move - for moving values  within a JSON document.

 l Test - for testing whether the specified value is set in the document.

In the Value area, you can enter any JSON object. It might be a full object, if needed. You can 

also insert any data from any column within the selected Table name in the Value row. To do 

that, you must start with the ‘@’ char followed by a simple type, a colon and a column name.

There are 4 simple types supported:
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 l s - string type

 l d - date type

 l i - integer type

 l f - float type

Example: Example: In order to enter a value from the apar_id column of the acu-
header table and treat it as a string, we need to enter @s:apar_id. To enter a value 
from the credit_age column of the acuheader table and treat it as an integer, we 
need to enter @i:credit_age. To enter a value from the trans_date column of the 
acuheader table and treat it as a date, we need to enter @d:trans_date. To enter a 
value from the pay_delay column of the acuheader table and treat it as a boolean 
value, we need to enter it as an integer where 0 is false and 1 is true, therefore 
@i:pay_delay.

The above items can be inserted inside any JSON object, on any level. While in workflow, 

they will be replaced with values from the indicated columns for selected rows. A complete 

JSON object can also be inserted, e.g.:

{"companyID": @s:client, "roleID": @s:role_fx}

or

{

     “description”: “Payment should be online.”,

     “amount”: 10.33,

     “relations”: {

         “relationToGroup”: “Internal group”

     }

 }
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Using service call in workflow

After you have set up the service call function, you may start defining the workflow process 

you want to use it in. Note, that for your service call setup to work as intended, you need to 

set its Status to Active.

Note: By default, a new service call is set to Parked, as the process might be 
time-consuming and require revisiting. By keeping it Parked, you avoid entering 
an incomplete setup into workflow.

When your service call setup is ready, the next step is selecting the proper Element type in 

the Process definition window.

To set up a workflow process:

 1. In the menu, go to Common > Workflow. Click Process definition.

 2. Click the New process button or the Add process icon . The Add process dia-

logue window opens.

 3. Enter the name for your process in the Name field.

 4. Select the element type you set up for your service call from the Available list.

 5. Click Add. A new process definition is created.

Note: If the  element type  is used in another process definition, you will 
receive a warning message. This is because using the same element type 
in several processes may cause multiple distributions of a single item.

 6. Add a new user step . In the Shape details section, select the Rule group and 

Screen for your element type.

 7. Select the action for your step on the Actions tab.

You are now ready to add the system step that actually triggers the web service call. This 

means that when the action defined in the user step completes, for example when the 

Approve action is performed, the system will automatically proceed to performing the ser-

vice call according to setup indicated in the Service call function setup window.

 1. In the Process definition window, add a system step  to the new process you 

have recently created.

 2. In the Shape details section, in the Function column, under Usage, select the service 

call setup you want triggered.
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 3. Click the Validate button to check if your diagram is correct.

 4. Click the Activate button. The Activate version dialogue box is displayed. Enter the 

summary for your changes and click OK. Your process definition is ready.

Successful HTTP response OR-split function

Business World makes it possible to further control the workflow when response from the ser-

vice call is not successful. For this purpose, you can use the OR-split Successful HTTP 

response function. This way, the workflow can be controlled based on HTTP code included 

in the response. As the function returns boolean values, these are interpreted as follows:

 l successful 2xx HTTP code is interpreted as true;

 l HTTP code other than 2xx is interpreted as false.

Successful HTTP response function is available for workflows with element types cor-

responding to element types defined in service call definitions. In other words, the function is 

not available, if an element type selected in workflow is not assigned to any service call.

Note: The function has to be placed directly after the system step running the ser-
vice call. This condition is a must, as OR-spilt only checks the previous node in a 
workflow map.

Once you place your OR-split on the workflow map:

 1. Define the split criteria in the Shape details section. Type your description, then click 

Add under Split criteria.

 2. The Add new split criteria dialogue opens. From the Type drop-down list, select 

Function.

 3. From the Function drop-down, select Successful HTTP response.

 4. From the Operator drop-down, select like.

 5. In the Value field, type true. Click OK.

 6. Click Validate, to validate your process.

 7. Click the Activate button. The Activate version dialogue box is displayed. Enter the 

summary for your changes and click OK.
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Service call function - example business scenarios

In this chapter, you will find step-by-step procedures for utilizing the service call function in 

workflows. This way, customers and consultants are able see how web services and REST-

ful APIs can facilitate real-life, day-to-day operations.

The business cases presented are all based on forms and show examples of both SOAP web 

services and REST APIs. The scenarios described include the following use cases:

 l Supplier creation;

 l User data management;

 l Full transaction reversal in Accounts Receivable;

 l Partial transaction reversal in General Ledger.

Note: Images in this chapter reflect English user interface, and are available in 
English only.
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Scenario 1: Supplier creation form

In this example scenario, you will register a supplier using a simple form. To achieve this, 

apart from creating the form, you will also set up the service call function and define the work-

flow. This way, you will be able to register your supplier automatically upon form submission.

Creating the form

 1. In Business World, go to the Attributes (TGL004) window. Click Add and create attrib-

ute ZSC SUPPCREAT (Supplier registration form). 

 2. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create a flexi-field group called 

SUPPDETAILS (Supplier details):

 3. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create a flexi-field group called 

SUPPADDRESS (Address details):

 4. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create a flexi-field group called 

SUPPPAYMENT (Payment details):
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Assign default values for Payment terms, Currency and Payment method using the 

Default value button.

For Payment method, define a list of available values using the Validation button:

 5. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create a flexi-field group called 

SUPPBACS (BACS Payment details):
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 6. In the Link flexi-field group to attribute (TCR037) window, link all created flexi-field 

groups to the ZSC SUPPCREAT attribute:

Note: Detailed information on working with flexi-field groups can be found in 
Business World 7.0 Flexi-fields Reference manual.

 7. In the Form dynamic layout (TCR039) window, define the dynamic layout rule as 

below:

 8. Define the auto-numbering rule for the ZSC SUPPCREAT attribute in the Auto-num-

bering (TAG061) window:

 9. In the Form administration (TCR022) window, select the ZSC SUPPCREAT attrib-

ute in the Form field. Click the Create menu button to create a menu item dedicated to 
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this form:

 10. In Window Options (TAG100),  hide the Form description field for the newly created 

menu item, as the users do not need to fill it in. Click the item under Window ele-

ments, and select the Hidden check box. 

Note: You can also hide the entire Form header section if need be.

Assign a Default value to the item:

Distribute the settings to the companies/users required by using the Window options 

distribution functionality.
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Note: Detailed information on working with forms can be found in Business 
World 7.0 Forms Reference manual.

 11. In the Menu access (XAG003) window, grant access to the following:

 l Common > Forms > Form administration > SUPPCREAT and all subsections. 

This access is optional.

 l Common > Forms > Form approval > SUPPCREAT and all subsections

 l Common > Forms > Simple Supplier registration and all subsections:

 12. In the Custom menu items (TCR028) window, place the Simple Supplier regis-

tration menu item under Accounting > Accounts Payable > Supplier information 

(right click over the target item to decide where to place it):
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 13. In the Auto-numbering window, enable auto-numbering for the Supplier master file:

Setting up the service call

 1. In the Element types (TWF032) window, create the Supplier registration form ele-

ment type – query for it in the lookup field and just Save:
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On the Details tab, select element type properties to be visible in the task list and 

under item details:

 2. In the Service call function setup window (TWF260) create service call setup for the 

Supplier registration form:
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Map element type properties to parameters:
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 3. In the Desktop client, grant access to the Supplier web service. Go to the Menu-

based access (AG68) window:
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 4. Clear the web service cache by entering in the browser the URL to the Service.svc 

file followed by ?FlushCache string, for example:

http:///test47m7.agresso.int/BusinessWorld-WebServicesAgrM7_

491/Service.svc?FlushCache

Setting up the workflow

 1. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create a new process, Supplier regis-

tration form:
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 2. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, add the Form approval user step:
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with step actions as below:

 3. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, add an OR-split node with the Rejected 

leg defined as Based on action in previous step: Reject and the Accepted leg 

defined as Else:
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 4. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, add a new user step, Form correction, 

and link it to the Rejected leg of the OR-split:

with step actions as below:
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 5. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, add system step Create Supplier mas-

ter file and link it to the Approved leg of the OR-split. Select the Create supplier func-

tion for this step:

 6. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, add OR-split node linked to the Create 

Supplier master file system step with the Success leg defined (using the OR-split 

function) as Successful HTTP response like true and the Failure leg defined as 

Else:
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 7. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, add a new system step Close the form 

with Set status to closed function selected,  and link it to the Success leg of the OR-

split:

 8. Save the process definition, validate and activate it. Once the form is filled in, sub-

mitted and approved, the results can be viewed in the Suppliers window.
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Scenario 2: User management form

The scenario describes how to automate the process of manipulating user information with 

the use of a form. You will first create appropriate attributes, relations, flexi-field groups and a 

form. Next, you will create the service call setup and incorporate it in the workflow, so that 

user information (in this case, user roles) is updated once the form is filled in and saved.

Creating attributes and flexi-field groups

 1. In Business World, go to the Attributes (TGL004) window. Click Add and create the 

following attributes:

 l UMG USERMGT (User management)

 l UFN USERFUNC (User function)

Note: Make sure Form and W (Workflow) check boxes are selected for the attrib-
utes.

 2. In the Relations (TGL006) window, for the ROLEID attribute, add a relation to 

USERFUNC attribute:

 3. In the Attribute values (TGL005) window, assign values to the USERFUNC attribute:
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 4. Now you will create flexi-field groups that will be reflected in your form as tabs. In the 

Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the USERINFO flexi-field 

group:

Select Hide and Def check boxes for Logged in user and Address type. Set the following 

default values for these fields:

By doing this, you are able to retrieve the resource number for the logged in user, as well as 

the cost centre, along with the list of other users assigned to it.
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By doing this, you restrict the address type to General (1) only.

 5. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the USERFUN flexi-

field group for user functions:

 6. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the USERSROLES 

flexi-field group:

 7. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the ROLECLIENT flexi-

field group. This way, you will add a list of available clients to your form:
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 8. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the ROLECLIENT2 

flexi-field group. This way, you will add to your form a list of roles applied to the selec-

ted client and a check box for removing the roles:

 9. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the USXROLE flexi-

field group. This group shows roles already assigned to the client in your form:

 10. In the Link flexi-field group to attribute (TCR037) window, link the User man-

agement (USERMGT) attribute to the flexi-field groups you created in previous steps:
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Note: Detailed information on working with flexi-fields can be found in Business 
World 7.0 Flexi-fields Reference manual.

 11. If you need your form to be a separate menu item, in the Form administration 

(TCR022) window, select the USERMGT attribute in the Form field. Click the Create 

menu button to create a menu item dedicated to this form.

 12. In the Default data into form (TCR040) window, select the USERMGT form and the 

Attribute relations object from which data will be defaulted into the form (in this case, 

user roles):

 13. In the Default data into form (TCR040) window, select the USERMGT form and the 

Roles object from which data will be defaulted into the form (in this case, client roles):
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 14. In the Default data into form (TCR040) window, select the USERMGT form and the 

Users object from which data will be defaulted into the form (in this case client, default 

client, role, status and real user):

 15. In the Default data into form (TCR040) window, select the USERMGT form and the 

User contact information object from which data will be defaulted into the form (in 

this case, e-mail address):
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Note: Detailed information on working with forms can be found in Business 
World7.0 Forms Reference manual.

 16. In the Menu access (XAG003) window, grant appropriate access rights. For more 

details, see Scenario 1.

Setting up the service call

 1. In the Element types (TWF032) window, create the User management element 

type:

On the Details tab, define element type properties:
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 2. Now you can start configuring your service call setup. Make sure you have set up the 

REST_API_URL common parameter beforehand:

 3. Make sure you have your web service accounts set up, too:

 4. In the Service call function setup (TWF260) window,  create the User management 

setup:
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 5. On the Element type mapping tab, set up mapping for the parameters. In our case 

we will be adding and removing roles, so we need the following setup:

Setting up the workflow

 1. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create a new process, User roles:

 2. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create a standard workflow for filling in 

and approving a form. Add the Update user information system step:
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 3. Set the following step actions for the system step:

The step will call the RESTful API, as defined in the User management service call setup 

created in previous steps.

 4. Set the following step actions for the OR-split:
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This means that if the system step returns a successful HTTP response, the workflow will 

continue to the next step and stop.

Note: If the HTTP response code is different than 2xx, you can look for possible 
reasons in the workflow log. The workflow log functionality is delivered with Busi-
ness World.

 5. Save the process definition, validate and activate it. Once the form is filled in (e.g. a 

role is added or removed by selecting appropriate check boxes in the form), submitted 

and approved, the results will be visible in the User master file window (in this case, 

on the Role and company tab).
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Scenario 3: Invoice reversal

This scenario describes how to reverse customer invoices using a form.      Please note that 

some procedures have already been described in the previous scenarios, and can be referred 

to, if more details are needed.

Creating attributes and flexi-field groups

 1. In the Common parameters (TAG023) window, set up and activate the 

WEBSERVICES_URL common parameter:

 2. Go to the Attributes (TGL004) window. Click Add and create the ZRI REVINVOICE 

attribute:

Note: Make sure Form and W (Workflow) check boxes are selected for the attrib-
ute.

 3. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the FFREVCUS flexi-

field group. Hide the Status field:

 4. Set up default value for Status.
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By doing this, you restrict the status to N (Active) only.

 5. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the FFREVINV flexi-

field group. Hide the Status field:

 6. In the Link flexi-field group to attribute (TCR037) window, link the REVINVOICE 

attribute to the flexi-field groups you created in previous steps:

Note: Detailed information on working with flexi-fields can be found in Business 
World 7.0 Flexi-fields Reference manual.

 7. In the Element types (TWF032) window, create the element type based on the ZRI 

attribute and linked flexi-field groups:
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 8. In the Menu access (XAG003) window, grant access rights to the form:

 9. In the Default data into form (TCR040) window, create relationship between the Cus-

tomer transactions object and the form. This means that for our form, the company 

and customer ID will be defaulted from this object:
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Note: Detailed information on working with forms can be found in Business World 
7.0 Forms Reference manual.

 10. Under Accounting > Accounts Receivable > Reversal > Reversal confirmation, 

create a new report variant for the process. Click the Report variants button and save 

the following report variant:

 11. Under Accounting > Accounts Receivable > Reversal > Reversal proposal, cre-

ate a new report variant for the process. Make sure that you start the GL35 process 

with the correct variant:
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Setting up the service call

 1. In the Service call function setup (TWF260) window,  create the REVINVSELECT 

setup. Connect it with the Reversal invoice request form element type and the 

Reversal web service:

 2. On the Element type mapping tab, set up mapping for the parameters:
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 3. In the Service call function setup (TWF260) window,  create the REVINVCONF 

setup.  Connect it with the Reversal invoice request form element type and the 

Reversal web service:

 4. On the Element type mapping tab, set up mapping for the parameters. Set up the 

same report variant (10) for the Run34GLProcess operation:
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Setting up the workflow

 1. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create a new process, Reversal Cus-

tomer invoices. Select the Reversal invoice request form (ZRI) element type for it:

 2. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create the workflow for invoice reversal:
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 3. For the Select invoices for reversal system step, indicate the corresponding service 

call setup in the Function column:

 4. For the Reversal invoices proposal & confirmation system step, indicate the cor-

responding service call setup  in the Function column:
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 5. In the OR-split, use the Successful HTTP response function:

 6. To verify your setup, go to the Form administration (TCR022) window. Once you 

enter a customer ID and tab out, the system gets all invoices with status N. In the 

Reverse column, select the check boxes next to the invoices you want to reverse:
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 7. Submit the form. Follow the worklow to have the required invoices reversed.
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Scenario 4: Partial reversal of GL transaction

In this scenario, you will reverse a part of a General Ledger transaction using a form for trig-

gering the Reversal web service. Please note that some procedures have already been 

described in the previous scenarios, and can be referred to, if more details are needed.

Creating attributes and flexi-field groups

 1. In the Common parameters (TAG023) window, set up and activate the 

WEBSERVICES_URL common parameter:

 2. Go to the Attributes (TGL004) window. Click Add and create the ZRR 

REVREQUEST attribute:

Note: Make sure Form and W (Workflow) check boxes are selected for the attrib-
utes.

 3. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the FFREVREQUEST 

flexi-field group:

 4. In the Flexi-field group definition (TAG060) window, create the FGREVREQUEST 

flexi-field group:
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 5. In the Link flexi-field group to attribute (TCR037) window, link the Reversal request 

form (REVREQUEST) attribute to the flexi-field groups you created in previous steps:

Note: Detailed information on working with flexi-fields can be found in Business 
World 7.0 Flexi-fields Reference manual.

 6. In the Element types (TWF032) window, create the element type based on the ZRR 

attribute and linked flexi-field groups:

 7. In the Menu access (XAG003) window, grant access rights to the form:
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 8. In the Default data into form (TCR040) window, create relationship between the Gen-

eral Ledger transactions object and the form:

Note: Detailed information on working with forms can be found in Business World 
7.0 Forms Reference manual.

 9. Under Accounting > General Ledger > Reversal > Reversal confirmation, create a 

new report variant for the process. Click the Report variants button and save the fol-

lowing report variant:
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 10. Under Accounting > General Ledger > Reversal > Reversal proposal, create a 

new report variant for the process. Make sure that you start the GL35 process with the 

correct variant:

Setting up the service call

 1. In the Service call function setup (TWF260) window,  create the REVSELECT 

setup. Connect it with the Reversal request form element type and the Reversal 

web service:
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 2. On the Element type mapping tab, set up mapping for the parameters:

 3. In the Service call function setup (TWF260) window,  create the REVCONFIRM 

setup. Connect it with the Reversal request form element type and the Reversal 

web service:
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 4. On the Element type mapping tab, set up mapping for the parameters. Make sure 

you indicate the appropriate report variant for the Run34GLProcess operation:

Setting up the workflow

 1. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create a new process, Reversal 

request approval. Select the Reversal request form element type for it:
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 2. In the Process definition (XWF100) window, create the workflow for reversal 

request:
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 3. For the Select transaction for reversal system step, indicate the corresponding ser-

vice call setup in the Function column:

 4. For the Reversal proposal & confirmation system step, indicate the  corresponding 

service call setup  in the Function column:
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 5. In the OR-split, use the Successful HTTP response function:

 6. To verify your setup, go to the Form administration (TCR022) window. Once you 

enter a transaction number and tab out, the system fills in all positions (sequence num-

bers) for that transaction in the Details section. In the Reverse column, select the 

check boxes next to transactions you want to reverse:
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 7. Submit the form. Follow the worklow to have the required transactions reversed.
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